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PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On December 29, 2008, Great River Energy, a Minnesota cooperative corporation, and Northern
States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation, d/b/a Xcel Energy (collectively, the
Applicants), filed a route permit application under the full permitting process for 237 – 264 miles
of 345 kV transmission line and associated facilities between the existing Brookings County
substation near White, South Dakota, and a newly proposed substation near Hampton,
Minnesota.
On January 29, 2009, the Commission issued an Order in this docket accepting the Applicants'
Route Permit Application as substantially complete. The Order also authorized the OES's
Energy Facilities Permitting staff to process the application under the full permitting process in
Minn. Rules, Parts 7850.1700 et seq., to name a public advisor in this case, and to establish an
advisory task force or task forces and develop a structure and charge for them.
On February 5, 2009, the Commission issued its Notice and Order for Hearing, referring this
matter to the Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH) for a contested case proceeding,
including the public hearing required as part of the review of the route permit application.
On April 22, 2010, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) assigned to conduct the public hearing
and contested case proceeding issued his FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATION (hereafter the ALJ’s Report).
On May 7, 2010, exceptions to the ALJ’s Report were filed by Bimeda, Inc. (Bimeda), No CapX
2020 and UCAN, and Mark Katzenmeyer.
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On June 15, 2010, the OES filed a letter and attachment it had received from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) dated June 10, 2010 regarding the river crossings at Le Sueur and Belle
Plaine.
On July 2, 2010, the OES filed Comments and Recommendations, including a map of the route it
was recommending the Commission permit.
The Commission met on July 13 and 15, 2010 to hear oral argument and to consider this matter.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

The ALJ’s Report

The ALJ issued his Report on April 22, 2010. His Report addresses transmission line siting for
the applicants’ high voltage transmission line route permit for the proposed Brookings to Hampton
345 kV transmission line project, and recommended that the Commission find the OES’s
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) adequate.
The ALJ’s report consists of a summary of the comments made at the public hearings and the
written comments that are part of the record, 1 565 findings of fact, 16 conclusions, and three
recommendations. The ALJ’s three recommendations were as follows:
1. That the Commission determine that all relevant statutory and rule criteria
necessary to obtain a Route Permit have been satisfied and that there are no
statutory or other requirements that preclude granting a Route Permit based on the
record.
2. That the Commission grant a Route Permit to Applicants on behalf of themselves
and the participating CapX2020 utilities for the facilities delineated in the Report. Specifically,
the ALJ recommended that the Commission grant a permit for the Applicants’ Modified Preferred
Route, which is the Applicants’ Preferred Route as modified by the following:
•

The OES’s EIS Alternative Route Segment 3P-06 in Underwood Township,
Redwood County. The Modified Preferred Route leaves the Preferred Route and heads
south between sections 35 and 36 until it comes to the north side of State Highway 19.
The Modified Preferred Route continues east for one mile until it joins the Preferred Route
at the junction of County Highway 5 and County Highway 12.
•
The OES’s EIS Alternative Route Segment 3P-04 in Eden Township in Brown
County is approximately 0.5 mile north of 320th Street, where the Modified Preferred
Route heads east along the half section line of Section 7 for one mile.
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See Attachment 1 of the ALJ’s Report at pages 102-138.
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•
The Modified Preferred Route turns north on 330th Avenue for approximately one
mile and turns east on the half section line of Section 5. The Modified Preferred Route then
turns north on 327th Avenue for 0.5 mile where it rejoins the Preferred Route. 2
3. That Applicants be required to take those actions necessary to implement the
Commission’s Orders in this proceeding.
II.

The OES’s Recommendations

The OES stated that it reviewed the record in this case relative to the standards, criteria and factors
to be considered in determining whether to issue a permit for a high- voltage transmission line set
forth in the Power Plant Siting Act (Minn. Stat. § 216E.03 and 216E.04) and applicable
Commission rules (Minn. Rules, Part. 7850.4000).
The OES also stated that it has taken into account the input of state and federal agencies related to
the permitability of various portions of the alternative routes under consideration, pursuant to
Minn. Stat. § 216E.10, subd. 3 (a) and Minn. Stat. § 216E.03, subd. 7(b) (12). The OES stated
that in weighing the impacts of the alternative routes, it was guided by the state's policy of
choosing locations that minimize adverse human and environmental impacts while insuring
continuing electric power system reliability and integrity.
Based on its review, the OES recommended that the Commission adopt the ALJ’s Report, with a
few minor corrections and clarifications, except as to the ALJ’s recommendation of the Minnesota
River crossing at Le Sueur. 3 The OES concluded that an aerial crossing of the Minnesota River at
Le Sueur was fatally flawed and that the Alternative Crossover Route at Belle Plaine would have
fewer impacts. 4 The OES recommended that the Commission adopt its proposed Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order, which incorporate the ALJ report, with supplemental
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The applicants also developed two alignment modifications and a route width modification,
which were incorporated into the Modified Preferred Route: 1) the alignment of the Preferred
Route centerline at the Le Sueur Minnesota River crossing was changed to parallel U.S. Highway
169; 2) the Preferred Route width and proposed alignment were changed to avoid the RES
Specialty Pyrotechnics, Inc., facilities near Belle Plaine, consistent with the Institute of Makers of
Explosives’ detailed guidance regarding proximity of transmission line facilities to pyrotechnic
facilities; 3) the Preferred Route width was expanded to 3,000 feet for a certain narrow area north
of Marshall, Minnesota.
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ALJ recommendation 2.A.(1) at page 2 of its Report.
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Subsequently, in its July 27, 2010 Order, the Commission referred the issue of the Minnesota
River crossing to the OAH for further record development. See In the Matter of the Route
Permit Application for a 345 kV Transmission Line from Brookings County, South Dakota to
Hampton, Minnesota, Docket No. ET-2/TL-08-1474, ORDER REMANDING TO OFFICE
OFADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS (July 27, 2010).
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findings addressing the Alternative Crossover Route at Belle Plaine, as well as corrections and
clarifications. 5
The OES also prepared a Route Permit with conditions, in accordance with Minn. Stat. §
216E.03 and Minn. Rules, Part 7850.4600. The OES stated that its draft permit and conditions are based
on the record and conditions of past permits issued by the Commission.
III.

Exceptions to the ALJ’s Report

In his Report, the ALJ stated:
Exceptions must be specific, relevant to the matters at issue in this proceeding, and
stated and numbered separately. Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions, and
Order should be included, and copies thereof served upon all parties.

A.

NoCapX/UCAN’s Filing Regarding the ALJ’s Report

With respect to the objections raised by NoCapX/UCAN related to the ALJ’s recommended
Minnesota River crossing at LeSueur, the Commission will defer decision pending return of the
issues referred to the OAH for development in its July 27, 2010 Order in this matter.
As to NoCapX/UCAN’s other proposed changes, however, the Commission finds the
Department’s summary of NoCapX/UCAN’s proposed changes to the ALJ’s Report and the
OES’s analysis of and recommendations regarding those changes to be reasonable. 6 With respect
5

Among the ALJ Findings that the OES recommended the Commission adopt were the
following:
3. OES has conducted an appropriate environmental analysis of the Project
for purposes of this route permit proceeding and the FEIS satisfies Minn. R. 7850.2500.
Specifically, the FEIS addresses the issues and alternatives raised through the scoping process in
light of the availability of information and the time limitations for considering the permit
application, provides responses to the timely substantive comments received during the DEIS
review process, and was prepared in compliance with the procedures in Minn. R.
7850.1000-7850.5600.
4. Applicants gave notice as required by Minn. Stat. § 216E.03, subd. 3a; Minn. Stat. § 216E.03,
subd. 4; Minn. R. 7850.2100, subp. 2; and Minn. R. 7850.2100, subp. 4.
5. OES gave notice as required by Minn. Stat. § 216E.03, subd. 6; Minn. R. 7850.2300, subp. 2;
Minn. R. 7850.2500, subp. 2; Minn. R. 7850.2500, subp. 7; Minn. R. 7850.2500, subp. 8; and
Minn. R. 7850.2500, subp. 9.
6. Public hearings were conducted in communities located along the proposed high voltage
transmission line routes. Applicants and OES gave proper notice of the public hearings, and the
public was given the opportunity to speak at the hearings
and to submit written comments. All procedural requirements for the Route Permit were satisfied.
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See Department comments filed July 2, 2010 at pages 11-15.
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to those proposed changes, therefore, the Commission will not adopt those proposed changes to
the ALJ’s Report.
B.

Exceptions by Theresa Ruhland, Bimeda, Inc. and Mark Katzenmeyer

As to the exceptions taken by Theresa Ruhland, Bimeda, I nc. and Mark Katzenmeyer related to the
ALJ’s recommended Minnesota River crossing at LeSueur, the Commission finds that the
objections raised by these parties relate to the Minnesota River crossing in Segment 4. Since the
river crossing route to be permitted for Segment 4 has been referred to the OAH in the
Commission’s July 27, 2010 Order in this matter for further development, the Commission will
defer decision on the exceptions raised by these parties pending return of the river crossing issues
from the OAH.
IV.

Objections and Recommendations From Members of the Public Regarding the
ALJ’s Report

In his Report, the ALJ summarized the public testimony received at the 17 public hearings that
were held in eight different Minnesota communities along the Modified Preferred Route and the
Alternate Route between November 30 and December 28, 2009. The ALJ stated:
These Findings summarize many of the significant comments offered during the
public hearings. The Administrative Law Judge regrets that he has not summarized
everyone’s testimony, but much of the testimony offered repeats or is similar in
substance to that presented below. The remarks of everyone were heard, read, and
considered carefully by the Administrative Law Judge.
In addition, on July 13, 2010, before meeting to deliberate this matter, the Commission received
comments regarding the ALJ’s recommendations from 29 members of the public.
A.

Minnesota River Crossing

Several of the July 13, 2010 commenters raised issues related to the ALJ’s recommended
Minnesota River crossing at LeSueur. As noted above, the Commission has, in its July 27, 2010
Order in this matter, referred the route segment which includes the disputed Minnesota River
crossing in Segment 4 to the OAH for further development. Since the river crossing route to be
permitted for Segment 4 has been referred to the OAH for further development, the Commission
will defer decision on the objections raised by these parties pending return of the river crossing
issues from the OAH.
B.

Segment Alternative 6P-06

The ALJ’s recommendation that drew opposition from more commenters on July 13, 2010 than
any recommendation concerned route segment 6P-06. The ALJ concluded and recommended as
follows:
Selection of Alternative 6P-06 is appropriate. The avoidance of impacts
by the Modified Preferred Route on a Buddhist Temple, the Vermillion River and its
tributaries, and avoiding a greater number of residences and businesses outweighs the
5

impacts on agricultural land and the Vermillion River and its tributaries that will occur if
Alternative 6P-06 is selected.
Eight members of the public spoke against that recommendation. 7 While the Commission
understands the thoughtful and heartfelt concerns raised by the speakers and appreciates this level
of involvement in the process, the Commission finds, on balance, that the ALJ properly weighed
the multiple considerations involved with this decision and made the correct recommendation.
The Commission notes that two members of the pubic spoke in support the ALJ’s
recommendation8 but emphasizes that its decision to adopt the ALJ’s recommendation is not
based on weighing the quantity of public opposition or support manifest in the course of this
process, but on a weighing of the relevant considerations and seeking the public interest of all.
The ALJ analyzed segment alternative 6P-06 in detail on pages 74 – 79 of his Report, Findings of
Fact 341 – 454. The Commission finds that these findings are appropriate and well- founded in
the record and will adopt them. This analysis supports the ALJ’s Conclusion #7, stated on page
99 of his Report:
The record demonstrates that the Modified Preferred Route, as modified
by adoption of Alternative 6P-06 between Lake Marion and Hampton Substations,
and its Associated Facilities, satisfies the route permit criteria set forth in
Minnesota Statute § 216E.03, subd. 7 and Minnesota Rule 7850.4100.
In addition, the ALJ made specific findings favorable to or neutral to Alternative 6P-06 when
reviewing the criteria required to be considered when making a route selection, as detailed below:
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the Modified Preferred Route has fewer homes
within 0-500 feet from the route centerline compared to the Alternate Route and the
Crossover Route and that if the Modified Preferred Route is modified further to incorporate
Alternative 6P-06, even fewer homes would be within 0-500 feet from the centerline
compared to the Modified Preferred Route. 9
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record shows that the Modified Preferred
Route, and that Route with Alternative 6P-06 included, have fewer aesthetic impacts compared to
the Alternate Route and the Crossover Route. The ALJ stated:

7

The following individuals objected to the ALJ’s recommendation that the Commission issue a
route permit for segment 6P-06: see Troy Anderson’s comments, part of the transcript of the July
13, 2010 meeting on pages 23-27; Steve Duff’s comments on pages 34-37 Rick Klaus’ comments
at pages 50-52; John Mooney’s comments on pages 58-60; Brian Whipke’s comments on pages
66-69; Charles Lewis’ comments on pages 69-73; Ray Kaufenberg’s comments on pages 86 – 95.
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Supporting the ALJ’s recommendation for segment 6P-06 were Dick Ozmont, whose
comments are part of the transcript of the July 13, 2010 meeting at pages 33-34, and
Kristen Johnson, whose comments are at pages 65-66.
9

ALJ Finding of Fact #158.
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The Modified Preferred Routes will cause the least amount of aesthetic impacts,
and fewer still if Alternative 6P-06 is incorporated. The Modified Preferred Route
including use of Alternative 6P-06, is shorter in distance than the Alternate Route
or Crossover Route.264 As a result, the Modified Preferred Route will use fewer
poles. In comparison to the Alternate Route and Crossover Route, there are fewer
residences within 500 feet of the Modified Preferred Route, and fewer still if
Alternative 6P-06 is accepted. 10
The ALJ found that there are no anticipated impacts to cultural values by constructing the Project
along the Modified Preferred Route if Alternative 6P-06 is adopted, which will
avoid the crossing of property occupied by a Buddhist Temple in Hampton. 11
Minnesota high voltage transmission line routing criteria require consideration of the proposed
route’s impacts to land based economies, specifically agriculture, forestry, tourism, and mining.
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates that the Modified
Preferred Route with Alternative 6P-06 incorporated, will have less of an impact to land-based
economies than the Alternate Route and the Crossover Route. 12
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates that there are fewer
archaeological and historic sites within the Modified Preferred Route, and on that Route if
Alternative 6P-06 is incorporated, than within either the Alternate Route or the Crossover Route.13
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that operation of the Project along either the
Modified Preferred Route (with or without adoption of Alternative 6P-06), Alternate Route, or
Crossover Route is not anticipated to cause any long-term impacts to air quality. 14
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates that there are fewer
water resources within the Modified Preferred Route (and even fewer still if Alternative 6P-06 is
adopted), than within either the Alternate Route or the Crossover Route. 15
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates that there is less impact
upon flora within the Modified Preferred Route, with or without Adoption of Alternative 6P-06,
than within the Alternate Route or the Crossover Route. 16
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the evidence demonstrates that neither the
Modified Preferred Route, the Modified Preferred Route with Alternative 6P-06 incorporated, the
Alternate Route, nor the Crossover Route will have significant impacts on fauna. 17

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ALJ Finding of Fact # 167.
ALJ Finding of Fact #171.
ALJ Finding OF Fact #229.
ALJ Finding of Fact #236.
ALJ Finding of Fact #240.
ALJ Finding of Fact #251.
ALJ Finding of Fact #259.
ALJ Finding of Fact #270.
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The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates that there are fewer
threatened and endangered species within the Modified Preferred Route, whether or not
Alternative 6P-06 is incorporated, than within the Alternate Route or the Crossover Route. The
record also demonstrates that the Modified Preferred Route, or that Route modified by Alternative
6P-06, and Alternate Route would affect only one site identified by the Minnesota County
Biological Survey compared to 16 for the Crossover Route. 18
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the design options of the facilities along the
Modified Preferred Route, and along that Route as modified by Alternative 6P-06, along the
Alternate Route, and along the Crossover Route maximize energy efficiencies, mitigate adverse
environmental effects, and accommodate future expansion. 19
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates that the Modified
Preferred Route (whether or not that Route is modified by Alternative 6P-06), Alternate Route,
and Crossover Route nearly equally use or parallel existing rights-of-way, survey lines, natural
division lines, and agricultural field boundaries. 20
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates that the Modified
Preferred Route, and that Route as modified by Alternative 6P-06, uses more existing
transportation, pipeline, and electrical transmission system right-of-way than either the Alternate
Route or Crossover Route. 21
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record demonstrates the Modified Preferred
Route supports the reliable operation of the transmission system whether or not modified further
by Alternative 6P-06. 22
The ALJ found and the Commission confirms that the record shows that the Applicants’ Amended
Request for a 600 foot-wide route width, except for those areas where they continue to request a
width of 1,000 feet to 1.25 miles, for the Modified Preferred Route is consistent with the Power
Plant Siting Act (Minn. Stat. Chapter 216E) whether or not modified by Alternate 6P-06. 23

18
19
20
21
22
23

ALJ Finding of Fact #278.
ALJ Finding of Fact #284.
ALJ Finding of Fact #291.
ALJ Finding of Fact #305.
ALJ Finding of Fact #307.
ALJ Finding of Fact #543.
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C.

Objections to Other Route Segments

Robb Schoenbauer objected to the ALJ’s recommendation of the Applicant’s preferred route for
the segment between the Helena and Lake Marion substations and called for further study of the
property values along the preferred and alternate routes for this segment. His comments are part
of the transcript of the July 13, 2010 meeting at pages 14-18.
Cindy Helmberger also objected to the ALJ’s recommendation that the Commission grant a permit
for the Applicant’s preferred route segment between the Helen and Lake Marion substations. Her
comments are part of the transcript of the July 13, 2010 meeting at pages 40-48.
Having considered the comments of Mr. Schoenbauer and Ms. Helmberger, the Commission
concludes that on balance the ALJ’s recommended route segment is appropriate and will be
permitted. Routes are chosen to minimize the overall impact of the route. As the record shows,
the ALJ has properly weighed the factors required by statute and rule. Consequently, the
Commission will adopt his recommendation.
Daniel Wambeke did not object to the ALJ’s recommendation of route segment IP-01 in Lyon
County, but requested that the Commission adopt a permit condition requiring the line to be built
on the west side of the road between 340th Street on the north and 310th Street on the south. His
comments are part of the transcript of the July 13, 2010 meeting at pages 19-22.
The Commission generally gives the utility discretion to locate the line within permitted route
depending on the conditions it encounters within that corridor. The Commission will not impose
this requested alignment as a permit condition, but does expect the Company to take reasonable
steps to accommodate landowners’ interests and concerns within the permitted corridor and will be
reviewing the Permittee’s final planned alignment before construction begins.
Randy and Carol Schroeder objected to the ALJ’s recommendation of route segment 3P-04 and
requested that the Commission authorize a different route.. Their comments are part of the
transcript of the July 13, 2010 meeting at pages 23-27 and 37-40.
Milo Christenson also objected to the ALJ’s recommendation of route segment 3P-04, specifically
to the ALJ’s recommendation that the Commission permit a route along the half- mile section of
Section 5 of Eden Township in Brown County. His comments are part of the transcript of the July
13, 2010 meeting at pages 54-58.
Having considered the comments of Randy and Carol Schroeder and Milo Christenson regarding
the ALJ’s recommendation, the Commission finds that on balance that the route selected by the
ALJ is appropriate based on the record. The Commission notes that the Company’s selection of a
final alignment of the poles and lines is made considering the specific challenges and landowner
interests encountered within the permitted route and is reviewed by the Commission for
reasonableness before construction is authorized.
Roger Tupy objected on behalf of himself and two other organic farms in the area to the ALJ’s
recommendation that the Commission permit a route in Scott County, Cedar Lake Township along
County Road 2. His comments are part of the transcript of the July 13, 2010 meeting at pages
52-54.
9

The Commission acknowledges the concerns raised by Mr. Tupy, but on balance finds that the
ALJ’s recommended route is appropriate and will approve it. Routes are chosen to minimize the
overall impact of the route. As the record shows, the ALJ has properly weighed the factors
required by statute and rule. The Commission notes that to the extent that Mr. Tupy’s concern is
based in the organic nature of his and his neighbors’ land, one of the permit conditions the
Commission is applying to the Applicants in this matter is that follow requirements in their
Agriculture Mitigation Plan, which was developed to continue to original status of the fields
impacted by the power line. 24
Parnell Mahowald objected to the ALJ’s recommendation that the Commission permit a route that
would run so close to his farm. Mr. Mahowald’s comments are part of the transcript of the July
13, 2010 meeting at pages 84-86. Taking Mr. Mahowald’s expressed concerns into account, the
Commission finds that the ALJ’s recommendation is sound and will adopt it.
V.

Adequacy of the Environme ntal Impact Statement

At the time when the Commission determines whether to issue a route permit, the Commission is
to make a finding whether the OES’s Environmental Impact Statement and the record created in
the public hearing address the issues identified in the EIS Scoping Decision. Minn. Rules, Part
7850.1500, subp. 10 states:
Subp. 10. Ade quacy dete rmination.
The Public Utilities Commission shall determine the adequacy of the fina l
environmenta l impact statement. . . . . . The final environmental impact statement is
adequate if it:
A. addresses the issues and alternatives raised in scoping to a reasonable extent
considering the availability of information and the time limitations for considering
the permit application;
B. provides responses to the timely substantive comments received during the draft
environmental impact statement review process; and
C. was prepared in compliance with the procedures in parts 7850.1000 to 7850.5600.
While several commenters expressed dissatisfaction with the OES’s EIS, none 1) identified
discrepancies between what the EIS Scoping decision required and what the EIS addressed, 2)
demonstrated failure to provide responses to substantive comments as required by Subp.10, B or 3)
showed that the EIS was not prepared in compliance with Subp. 10, C.
Based on its review, the Commission finds that the EIS meets the requirements of Minn. Rules,
Part 7850.2500, subp. 10 and will approve it as to the parts of the route permitted in this Order.
The Commission reserves judgment regarding adequacy of the EIS with respect to the portion of
24

See the attached Route Permit, Section IV. Permit Conditions, B. 8 and the Agriculture
Impact Mitigation Plan attached thereto.
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the route not permitted in this Order and remanded in an earlier Order to the OAH for further
proceedings.
The route segment for which approval of the EIS is deferred is the segment connecting the Cedar
Mountain Substation in Renville County on the west to the Helena Substation in Scott County in
the east and denominated "CH" in the Overview Map provided by the OES. When the merits of
that portion of the route come back before the Commission, the Commission will consider the
merits of the EIS for that segment, along with any additions to the EIS regarding that segment that
the Department sees fit to make in light of the further proceedings regarding that segment currently
underway before the OAH.
The Commission clarifies that in this Order the Commission is approving the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order proposed by the OES and the OES’s EIS and is issuing a route
permit for Sections 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 (including 6P-06), but is not approving those Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order and EIS with respect to Section 4 (segment CH on the OES’s
Overview Map) and is not issuing a route permit for that section, the segment between the Cedar
Mountain substation and the Helena substation.
VI.

Landowne r Rights With Respect to Right-of-Way Negotiations

Once the Applicants have the Route Permit issued in this Order, one of their next steps will be to
contact affected landowners to negotiate rights-of-way necessary to construct the line. At the July
13, 2010 hearing on this matter, the Johnsons raised a concern that landowners generally are not
informed regarding their rights in the context of such negotiations. On July 15, 2010, Robert and
Patricia Johnson (the Johnsons) submitted a proposal, requesting the Commission to adopt the
following permit condition:
Section IV PERMIT CONDITIONS, E. Notification to Landowne rs (p. 13)
Prior to the start of construction, the Permittees shall submit to the Commission for
approval a fact sheet summarizing in plain language and referencing landowner
rights under Minnesota Statutes 216E.12, Subd. 4 and Ch. 288, 2010 Minnesota
Session Laws, amending Minn. Stat. §117.189 and §117.225 regarding eminent
domain and easements for high-voltage transmission lines. The Permittees shall
provide all a ffected landowners with a copy of the approved landowner fact sheet at
the time of the first contact with the landowners after issuance of this permit and
shall make a compliance filing to the Commission.
Having considered this matter, the Commission has decided to impose, as a permit condition, an
obligation on the Permittees to distribute to relevant landowners information prepared by state
agencies regarding landowner rights with respect to right-of-way negotiations concurrent with
the Applicants’ first contact with those landowners regarding right-of-way acquisition. This
resolution was agreeable to the Johnsons and the Applicants. No party objected to this new
Permit Condition.
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ORDER

1.

The Commission approves the OES Energy Permitting Staff proposed Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Recommendation as modified by the following five points listed
below:
(1) the OES’s eratta sheets, dated July 8 and 14, 2010;
(2) the OES’s proposed changes to permit conditions, dated July 13, 2010;
(3) an amendment to Section 7 on page 11 of the Draft Permit, changing the phrase “will
consider input pertaining to visual impacts” to “consult with landowners or land
management agencies prior to final location of structures”;
(4) adding a further permit condition requiring the Applicants to distribute to relevant
landowners information prepared by state agencies regarding landowner rights with
respect to right-of-way negotiations concurrent with the Applicants’ first contact with
those landowners regarding right-of-way acquisition;
(5) the Commission is not approving those Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Order and EIS with respect to Section 4 (segment CH on the OES’s Overview Map) and
is not issuing a route permit for that section, the segment between the Cedar Mountain
substation and the Helena substation. 25

2.

A copy of the OES’s proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order approved
in this Order, which incorporates the changes indicated in the OES’s errata sheets (see
Order Paragraph 1 (1) above is attached.

3.

The Commission approves the OES’s EIS and issues route permits for Sections 1, 2, 3, 5,
6 (including 6P-06), with the modifications set forth above to the findings of fact, EIS,
and route permits.

4.

Attached is a copy of the approved route permit for Sections 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, which
incorporates
1) the OES’s proposed changes to permit conditions (see Order Paragraph 1 (2) above);
2) an amendment to Section 7 on page 1 of the Draft Permit (see Order Paragraph 1(3)
above), changing the phrase “will consider input pertaining to visual impacts” to “consult
with landowners or land management agencies prior to final location of structures”; and

25

The Commission has referred the issue of the Minnesota River crossing in Section 4 to the
OAH for further record development. See In the Matter of the Route Permit Application for a
345 kV Transmission Line from Brookings County, South Dakota to Hampton, Minnesota,
Docket No. ET-2/TL-08-1474, ORDER REMANDING TO OFFICE OFADMINISTRATIVE
HEARINGS (July 27, 2010).
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3) adding a further permit condition requiring the Applicants to distribute to relevant
landowners information prepared by state agencies regarding landowner rights with
respect to right-of-way negotiations concurrent with the Applicants’ first contact with
those landowners regarding right-of-way acquisition.
5.

This Order shall become effective immediately.

BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION

Burl W. Haar
Executive Secretary

(S E A L)
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In the Matter of the Route Permit
Application by Great River Energy and
Xcel Energy for a 345 kV Transmission
Line from Brookings County, South
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ISSUE DATE: September 14, 2010
DOCKET NO. ET2/TL-08-1474
FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND
ORDER ISSUING AN HVTL ROUTE
PERMIT TO GREAT RIVER ENERGY
AND XCEL ENERGY FOR A 345 kV
TRANSMISSION LINE FROM
BROOKINGS COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA
TO HAMPTON, MINNESOTA

The above-captioned matter came before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission
(“Commission”) on July 15, 20010, acting on an application by Great River Energy and Xcel
Energy for a route permit to construct a new, 237 to 262-mile transmission line and associated
facilities in Lincoln, Lyon, Yellow Medicine, Chippewa, Redwood, Brown, Renville, Sibley, Le
Sueur, Scott, Rice, and Dakota counties, Minnesota.
STATEMENT OF ISSUE
Should the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission find that the environmental impact statement
and the record adequately address the issues identified in the scoping decision? Should the
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission issue a route permit identifying a specific route and
permit conditions for the proposed Brookings to Hampton 345 kV transmission line project?
Based upon all of the proceedings herein, the Commission makes the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
The Commission adopts the April 22, 2010, Administrative Law Judge’s Findings of Fact,
Conclusions and Recommendation for the Brookings to Hampton Transmission Project related to
PUC Docket No. ET-2/TL-08-1474, and the April 30, 2010 Amendments to Findings of Fact,
Conclusions, and Recommendation, with the following modifications:

Finding 38 is amended as follows to correctly reflect that the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) was not published in the EQB Monitor; and that only the notice of such was so
published:
38.
On February 8, 2010, notice of availability of the FEIS was published in
the EQB Monitor. 1
Finding 59 is amended as follows to correctly reflect numbering of Route Alternative 5P-02 in
the DEIS, which was referred to in the Scoping Decision as P-SCT-002:
59.
The third route modification, identified as 5P-02 in the DEIS (also
renumbered as 5P-02 on maps used at the Hearings), is located between the Helena
Substation and the Lake Marion Substation at the intersection of Aberdeen Avenue and
270th Street. 2 The Modified Preferred Route continues east for one mile to Delmar
Avenue. At Delmar Avenue, the Modified Preferred Route continues north one mile
until it joins the Preferred Route at 260th Street.
Finding 83 is amended to add new information available concerning the Applicants’ delay of
construction as contained in Xcel Energy’s recent filing in the related CapX 2020 Certificate of
Need proceeding (Docket No. ET-2/CN-08-1115):
83.
Applicants expect to begin construction of the Project in the fourth quarter
of 2010 and estimate that the Project will be completed by the third quarter of 2013.
Applicants filed a letter in Docket No. ET2/CN-08-1115 on May 18, 2010, requesting a
change in the originally proposed project in-service date to the second quarter of 2015. 3
Finding 131 is amended to clarify that the number of additional route segments and alignment
alternatives was further refined during preparation of the DEIS, and is thus not the same as was
stated in the Scoping Decision:
131. On June 30, 2009, OES issued its Scoping Decision for the EIS. The
Scoping Decision identified the topics to be covered in the Project EIS: Regulatory
Framework; Project engineering and design; Project construction; and Human and
environmental resources impacted by the project and each proposed route alternative.
The Scoping Decision also determined that the EIS would address 47 of the proposed
route alternatives. Upon further refinement during the DEIS preparation, four additional
alternative route segments were discovered (51 total) and five of the alignment
alternatives were found to be duplicates (reducing the total from 26 to 21). 4
Finding 153 is amended to clarify the meaning of “displacement” with regard to the
Administrative Law Judge’s review and conclusions of Criterion A concerning displacement of
homes, and permit conditions to minimized effects on human settlement:
1

Notice of Availability of FEIS - EQB Monitor, filed 02/25/10, Doc. Id. 20102-47454-02.
Ex. 102 at pp. 15-17 (Poorker Direct).
3
Applicants. May 17, 2010 Letter to Commission Requesting a Change in Proposed Construction Date, filed May 18, 2010, Docket
ET-2, E-002, et al./CN-06-1115, Doc. Id. 20105-50557-02.
4
Ex. 23 (DEIS).
2
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153. For purposes of this proceeding, displacement of a residence or business
was defined to occur when a structure is located within the 150 foot right-of-way or 75
feet on each side of the proposed transmission centerline.
Finding 282 is amended to include additional information with which to support the ALJ’s
conclusions and EFP staff’s suggested permit conditions concerning design options that
maximize energy efficiencies, mitigate adverse environmental effects, and could accommodate
expansion of transmission or generation capacity:
282. For the proposed new substation sites, Applicants will acquire
approximately 40 acres to allow for future transmission line interconnections. For the
proposed new substation sites, the record supports the following new substation
locations, which were outlined by the Applicants’ witness, Mr. Craig Poorker: 5


The new Hazel Creek substation will be located at the southeast corner of the
intersection of 520th Street (County Road B3) and 260th Avenue in section 18 of
Minnesota Falls Township 6



The new Cedar Mountain Substation will be located at the northwest corner of the
intersection of County Road 3 and 640th Avenue in Camp Township. 7



The new Helena Substation will be located along West 270th Street between
Church Avenue and Aberdeen Avenue in Belle Plaine Township. 8



The proposed Hampton Substation North site will be located on the west side of
Highway 52 near 215th Street on the north side of 215th Street 9 or the proposed
Hampton South site would be located on the south side of 215th Street. The
record demonstrates that the Hampton North Substation site would be better
located for any route chosen, as it would minimize the distance when connecting
to the Prairie Island – Blue Lake 345 kV line. 10

Finding 542 is amended to reflect that route widths of 1,000 feet and up to 1.25 miles are
allowable under the Power Plant Siting Act depending on the circumstances at hand.
542. Applicants’ request for a route width of 1,000 feet and where necessary up
to 1.25 miles is allowable under the PPSA, but is not entirely appropriate given the
circumstances of this Project.
Finding 543 is amended to reflect that the route widths designated by the Commission shall be as
reflected in the 17 Tile Maps included in the Applicants’ letter to the ALJ dated February 8,
2010, except for the area of the Redwood River crossing which is narrowed to 1000 feet:
5

Ex. 102 at pp. 21-25 (Poorker Direct).
Ex. 102 at Schedule 8 (Poorker Direct).
7
Ex. 102 at Schedule 9 (Poorker Direct).
8
Ex. 102 at Schedule 11 (Poorker Direct).
9
Ex. 102 at Schedule 13 at p. 1 (Poorker Direct).
10
Ex. 23 (DEIS).
6
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543. Applicants’ amended request for a 600 foot-wide route width, except for
those areas where they continue to request a width of 1,000 feet to 1.25 miles, for the
Modified Preferred Route, whether or not modified by Alternate 6P-06, allowable under
the PPSA. With the exception of the increased route width requested by Applicants for
crossing the Redwood River in Camp Township in Redwood County, the route widths
depicted on Applicants’ 17 Tile Maps represent a reasonable balancing of the Applicants’
request for flexibility and a reasonable degree of predictability for landowners. For the
Redwood River crossing depicted on Tile Map 9, Applicants’ need for flexibility can be
accommodated within a 1000 foot-wide route width designation.
Based on the record in this proceeding, the Commission does not adopt the following findings of
fact:
536. The proposed route width is consistent with prior Route Permits issued by
the Commission.
SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS OF FACT
Based on the analysis presented by Energy Facility Permitting staff, the Commission adopts
additional findings below supporting the designation of the proposed Alternative Crossover
Route, which includes Alternative 6P-6 as recommended by the Administrative Law Judge:
[Supplemental Finding] 1. Four North-South Connector Examples were
evaluated in the DEIS. 11 The OES EFP staff used North-South Connector Example 2,
analyzed in the DEIS, to develop a hybrid of the Crossover Route (the “Alternative
Crossover Route”).
2.
The EFP staff-proposed Alternative Crossover Route is approximately 240
miles long, which is approximately seven miles shorter than the Crossover Route. This
route alternative follows the Crossover Route until it turns north on County Highway 3
in Bismarck Township, Sibley County, and then continues north along North-South
Connector Route 2 until it connects with the Applicant’s proposed Alternative Route at
County Highway 10.

11

Ex. 23 at Appendix G (DEIS)
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From there, the Alternative Crossover Route continues to follow the Alternative Route
until it connects with the Crossover Route at 220th Street at the North Corner of the
Northwest Section of the NW ¼ of Section 5 of Arlington Township. From its beginning
off County Highway 19, the North-South Connector 2 between the Preferred Route and
Alternate Route is approximately three miles long.
Segment 4 Sections of the Alternative Crossover Route and the Crossover Route
3.
The Alternative Crossover Segment (71 miles) is approximately seven
miles shorter than the Crossover Segment (78 miles). The total Route Area and right-ofway area required for the Alternative Crossover Segment are also less, with a
corresponding decrease in the cost of construction for the Alternative Crossover Route as
compared to the Crossover Route.
4.
The Segment 4 of Alternative Crossover Route would impact seven fewer
houses within 0-500 feet of the route centerline than Segment 4 of the Crossover Route.
5.
The Alternative Crossover Segment would cross three fewer wetlands than
the Crossover Segment.
6.
The Alternative Crossover Segment has no known occurrences of
threatened and endangered species and no occurrences of unique threatened endangered
species within the proposed route, whereas the Crossover Segment crosses two areas of
recorded endangered species and two occurrences of unique threatened endangered
species.
7.
The Alternative Crossover Segment anticipated right-of-way would cross
132 fewer acres of prime farmland/prime farmland if drained/farmland of statewide
importance than the Crossover Segment.
8.
The Alternative Crossover Segment and the Crossover Segment are
similar in their impact on water quality and resources. The Alternative Crossover
Segment would cross one more forested wetland than the Crossover Segment. While the
Crossover Segment would cross 54 wetlands and 53 streams; the Alternative Crossover
Segment would cross 53 wetlands and 52 streams.
9.
MnDOT testimony and comments of Mr. Alvin Mueller, a landowner
along the USFWS/MnDNR Connector route segment support the choice of the
Alternative Crossover Route using North-South Connector Example #2.
10.
Analysis of criteria demonstrate that other impacts are similar for both the
Alternative Crossover Route Segment 4 and the Crossover Route Segment 4.
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With regard to recreational impacts, both route segments will have similar impacts to
WMAs, SNAs, WPAs, and state parks as the Crossover Route. There is no evidence in
the record that the Alternative Crossover Segment will impact tourism, and flora and
fauna. 12
11.
The Alternative Crossover Segment and the Crossover Segment are nearly
equal in their use or paralleling of existing rights-of-way. Both segments also nearly
equally use or parallel existing transportation, pipeline and electrical transmission system
rights-of-way. 13
North-South Connector Segments
12.
The North-South Connector Example 2 (3 miles) is approximately eight
miles shorter than the Crossover Segment (11 miles).
13.
The North-South Connector Example 2 segment parallels existing road
rights-of-way approximately 100 percent of its length. The USFWS/MnDNR Connector
uses or parallels approximately 88 percent of existing road right-of-way. The
USFWS/MnDNR Connector segment would follow no features for approximately 1.2
miles.
14.
The USFWS/MnDNR Connector crosses two MCBS Biodiversity sites,
whereas the North-South Connector crosses no MCBS Biodiversity sites.
The Alternative Crossover Route and the Crossover Route
15.
Because the Crossover Route and the Alternative Crossover Route share
common segments of the Modified and Alternate Routes with the exception of DEIS
Segment 4, the differences realized can be found in the comparison between the
Alternative Crossover Segment and Crossover Route Segment and the North-South
Connector 2 and the USFWS/MnDNR Connector.
16.
The record establishes that the Alternative Crossover Route, a hybrid of
the Modified Preferred Route using the North Connector Route Example 2 instead of the
USFWS/DNR Crossover Route, 14 and its associated facilities, satisfies the route permit
criteria set forth in Minn. Stat. § 216E.03, subd. 7, and Minn. R. 7850.4100.

12

ALJ Report, at Finding 225.
Ex. 23, App. G (DEIS).
14
Comments Recommendations, figure North/South Connector Comparison.
13
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Conclusion 9, concluding that the Modified Preferred Route, as further revised by Alternative
6P-06 in the Hampton area and as further revised by the Bimeda Adjustment, is the best
alternative for the 345 kV transmission line between Brookings county Substation and Hampton
Substation, is not accepted.
Conclusion 10, concluding that it is appropriate to grant a Route Permit for the 345 kV
transmission line and associated facilities along the Modified Preferred Route, modified by
Alternative 6P-06 and further modified by the Bimeda Adjustment, is not accepted.
Conclusion 11 is amended to limit the Redwood River crossing on Tile Map 9 to 1,000 feet:
11. The record demonstrates that it is appropriate for the Route Permit to provide
the requested route width of 600 feet, except for those locations where Applicants are
requesting a route width of 1, 000 feet or up to 1.251.1 miles, as shown on Tile Maps 117, with the further exception of the Redwood River crossing depicted on Tile Map 9,
which should be limited to 1,000 feet.
The Commission adopts the following additional conclusions:
17.
The record establishes that the five Alignment Alternatives evaluated in
the DEIS and identified in Finding 398, satisfy the route permit criteria set forth in
Minnesota Statute § 216E.03, subd. 7 and Minnesota Rule 7850.4100.
18.
appropriate.

The conditions included in the route permit are reasonable and
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ORDER
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law modified herein and the entire record of
this proceeding, the Commission hereby makes the following Order:
1. The findings, conclusions and recommendations contained in the Administrative Law
Judge's April 22, 2010 Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Recommendation, and April 30, 2010
Amended Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Recommendation are adopted except as inconsistent
with this Order or otherwise specified herein.
2. Specifically, the Commission declines to adopt Findings 536 and 542 and Conclusions
9 and 10 of the April 22, 2010 ALJ Report.
3. The Commission hereby grants the Applicants a Route Permit, in the form attached, to
construct the high voltage transmission line requested between Brookings County, South Dakota
and Hampton, Minnesota along the Alternative Crossover Route, including Alternative 6P-06.
BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION

Burl W. Haar,
Executive Secretary
(S E A L)

This document can be made available in alternative formats (i.e. large print or audio tape) by calling 651.201.2202
(voice). Persons with hearing or speech disabilities may call us through Minnesota Relay at 1.800.627.3529 or by
dialing 711.
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STATE OF MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ROUTE PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A HIGH-VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION LINE AND ASSOCIATED FACILITIES
IN
LINCOLN, LYON, YELLOW MEDICINE, CHIPPEWA, REDWOOD,
BROWN, RENVILLE, SIBLEY, LE SUEUR, SCOTT, AND DAKOTA
COUNTIES
ISSUED TO
GREAT RIVER ENERGY AND
NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
PUC DOCKET No. ET2/TL-08-1474
In accordance with the requirements of Minnesota Statutes Chapter 216E and Minnesota Rules
Chapter 7850, this route permit is hereby issued to:
GREAT RIVER ENERGY AND NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
Great River Energy and Northern States Power Company, d/b/a Xcel Energy, are authorized by
this route permit to construct the 169-mile segment located within the State of Minnesota, of a
new 345 kilovolt (kV) high-voltage transmission line from a new Hampton Substation in Dakota
County, Minnesota, to the Brookings Substation in Brookings County, South Dakota.
The transmission line and associated facilities shall be built within the route identified in this
permit, as portrayed on the official route maps, and in compliance with the conditions specified
in this permit.
Approved and adopted this 14th day of September 2010
BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION

Burl W. Haar,
Executive Secretary

This document can be made available in alternative formats (i.e. large print or audio tape) by calling 651-201-2202. Citizens
with hearing or speech disabilities may call us through Minnesota Relay at 1-800-627-3529 or by dialing 711.

I.

ROUTE PERMIT

The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Commission) hereby issues this route
permit to Great River Energy and Xcel Energy (Permittees) pursuant to Minnesota
Statutes Chapter 216E and Minnesota Rules Chapter 7850. This permit authorizes the
Permittees to construct approximately 169 miles of new 345 kV transmission line and
associated facilities in Lincoln, Lyon, Yellow Medicine, Chippewa, Redwood, Brown,
Renville, Sibley, Le Sueur, Scott, and Dakota counties, Minnesota.

II.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Permittees are authorized to construct a project comprising an approximate 169-mile
transmission line and associated facilities as evaluated in the Environmental Impact
Statement and described below.
A. High-Voltage Transmission Line
The route authorized in this Permit includes five route segments (Segments 1,2,3, 5,
and 6) totaling approximately 169 miles, constructed between (1) the Brookings
County substation near White, South Dakota, and a new Hampton substation near
Hampton, Minnesota and (2) the Lyon County substation near Marshall, Minnesota,
and the Minnesota Valley substation near Granite Falls, Minnesota. See web links to
the maps for the approved route segments on Attachment A.
1. Brookings County Substation to Lyon County Substation
The transmission line will originate at the Brookings County Substation, near
White, South Dakota, and extend approximately four to eight miles to the
Minnesota border. Minnesota permitting authority begins as this segment crosses
the Minnesota border passing through Lincoln and Lyon counties for
approximately 50 miles to the existing Lyon County Substation near Marshall,
Minnesota. This segment will be constructed and operated as a 345 kV singlecircuit on double-circuit structures.
2. Lyon County Substation to Hazel Creek Substation to Minnesota Valley
Substation
This segment is approximately 28 miles long passing through Lyon, Yellow
Medicine, and Chippewa counties, and will replace the existing Lyon County to
Minnesota Valley 115 kV transmission line. This segment will be constructed
and operated as a 345 kV single-circuit on double-circuit structures, with the
exception of the segment of transmission line running from the newly proposed
Hazel Creek Substation to the existing Minnesota Valley Substation, which will
initially be operated at 230 kV.
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3. Lyon County Substation to Cedar Mountain Substation
This segment is approximately 51 miles long passing through Lyon, Redwood,
Brown, and Renville counties. This segment will be constructed and operated as
a double-circuit 345 kV on double-circuit structures.

5. Helena Substation to Lake Marion Substation
Passing through Scott County, this section is approximately 20 miles in length.
Similar to the first two segments this stretch of the route would also be
constructed and operated as a 345 kV single-circuit on double-circuit structures.
6. Lake Marion Substation to Hampton Substation
This segment will connect the Lake Marion Substation to the final termination
point, the newly proposed Hampton Substation. This segment is approximately
20 miles in length passing through Scott and Dakota counties. This route segment
will be constructed and operated as a 345 kV single-circuit on double-circuit
structures.
B. Substations
The project includes the construction of four new substations (Hazel Creek, Cedar
Mountain, Helena, and Hampton) and the expansion of and upgrades to three existing
substations (Lyon County, Minnesota Valley, and Lake Marion). The location and
description of the substations are as follows:
1. Hazel Creek Substation
The new Hazel Creek substation will be located at the southeast corner of the
intersection of 520th Street (County Road B3) and 260th Avenue in section 18 of
Minnesota Falls Township. The substation fenced and graded area will be
approximately 10 to 12 acres. Equipment to be installed includes 345 kV
equipment (one 345 kV breaker and a half-yard with nine breaker positions and
five breakers with one new 345 kV (336 MVA) transformer and one future 345
kV transformer position), 230 kV equipment (a 230 kV yard with nine breaker
positions and five breakers, one new 230 kV transformer, and one future 230 kV
transformer position), and reactive support on the 115 kV yard. The substation
will include the associated line switches, foundations, steel structures and control
panels. The substation yard will require graded access roads.
2. Cedar Mountain Substation
The new Cedar Mountain Substation will be located at the northwest corner of the
intersection of County Road 3 and 640th Avenue in Camp Township. The
substation site will consist of five to eight acres of land, fenced and graded. The
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substation will be designed and constructed with a 345 kV breaker and a half-yard
with nine breaker positions and five breakers, one 345 kV transformer (448
MVA) and one future transformer position. A 115 kV breaker and a half-yard
will be constructed with six to nine breaker positions and two breakers and a 115
kV bus with circuit breakers and reactive support. The new substation will
require line switches, a control house, relay panels, foundations, steel structures,
and switches. The substation yard will require graded access roads.
3. Helena Substation
The new Helena Substation will be located at the along West 270th Street between
Church Avenue and Aberdeen Avenue in Belle Plaine Township. The substation
fenced and graded area will be approximately five to eight acres. The substation
will initially be designed and constructed with one 345 kV breaker and a half-yard
with nine breaker positions and five breakers. The new substation will require
line switches, a control house, relay panels, foundations, and steel structures. The
substation yard will require graded access roads. The substation will include
sufficient space for a future 115 kV substation yard and a future 345 kV
transformer. The Helena Substation will also connect with the existing Wilmarth
– Blue Lake 345 kV transmission line.
4. Hampton Substation
The Hampton Substation will be located on the west side of Highway 52 near
215th Street on the north side of 215th Street. The substation fenced and graded
area will be approximately five to eight acres. The substation will be designed
and constructed with one 345 kV breaker and a half-yard with nine breaker
positions and five breakers. The new substation will require line switches, a
control house, relay panels, foundations, and steel structures. The substation yard
will require graded access roads. The Hampton Substation will be designed to
connect with the existing Prairie Island – Blue Lake 345 kV transmission line.
The Prairie Island – Blue Lake 345 kV transmission line will be split prior to the
connection point, creating two transmission lines.
5. Lyon County Substation
The existing Lyon County 115/69 kV Substation will be modified by adding four
to six acres of fenced and graded substation area and associated equipment. The
substation expansion is proposed to extend to the north and east, no additional
land acquisition will be required.
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The substation expansion will upgrade the system with 345 kV equipment,
including one 345 kV breaker and a half-yard with nine breaker positions and five
breakers. One new 345 kV transformer (448 MVA), one future 345 kV
transformer position and associated line switches, foundations, steel structures,
and control panels will be installed to integrate this transformer into the existing
equipment. The existing 115 kV yard will be expanded with two additional
breakers and a total of six breaker positions. Two circuit breakers and capacitor
banks will be installed.
6. Minnesota Valley Substation
Additions to the existing Minnesota Valley Substation will include a 230 kV
breaker and a half-yard with nine breaker positions and five breakers and the
associated foundations, steel structures and control panels. Additional land will
not be required to accommodate the upgraded facilities.
7. Lake Marion Substation
The Project will require an expansion to the south of the existing Lake Marion
Substation of five to eight acres of fenced and graded substation area to house
necessary equipment. The equipment will include a 345 kV breaker and a halfyard with six breaker positions and three breakers, one new 345 kV transformer
(448 MVA) and one 345 kV transformer position. The expansion will also
include expansion of the 115 kV yard to breaker and a half configuration with a
total of twelve breaker positions and five breakers, and a 115 kV bus with circuit
breakers and capacitor banks. The construction will include the associated line
switches, foundations, steel structures and control panels.
8. Franklin Substation
The Project will require an expansion to the north of the existing Franklin
Substation, which will consist of two to four acres of fenced and graded
substation area to house necessary equipment. The equipment will include a new
115kV breaker-and-a-half yard with nine breaker positions, five breakers
installed, and provisions for additional breakers and future reactive support. The
construction will include the associated line switches, foundations, steel
structures, equipment enclosures, and control panels.
C. Interconnections and Associated Facilities
The project will include a short transmission line connector (approximately one-half
mile) between the existing Wilmarth – Blue Lake 345 kV line and the new Helena
Substation; and a short transmission line connector (approximately one-half mile)
between the existing Prairie Island – Blue Lake 345 kV line and the new Hampton
Substation.
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An approximate five-mile 115 kV transmission line will be constructed between the
Cedar Mountain Substation and Franklin Substation and expansion of and
modifications to the Franklin Substation to accommodate the new 115 kV
transmission line facilities.
D. Structures
The transmission line will be supported by single pole, galvanized or self-weathering
steel double-circuit structures for the majority of the 345 kV line portions of the
Project. For the 345 kV line sections where only one circuit (three phases) is
proposed to be initially installed, Permitees will place the second set of davit arms
that will be used to support the second 345 kV circuit on these structures during the
initial installation. The following table details specifics on the various structure types
as presented in the route permit application.

Line Type

Structure
Type

Structure
Material

ROW
Width
(feet)

Structure
Height
(feet)

Structure
Base
Diameter
(inches)

Foundation
Diameter
(feet)

Span
Between
Structures
(feet)

Pole to
Pole Span
on Single
H-Frame
Structure
(feet)

6-12

750-1,100

N/A

345/345 kV
DoubleCircuit

Single Pole
Davit Arm

Steel

150

130-175

36-48
(tangent
structures)
48-72 (angle
structures)

345/345 kV
DoubleCircuit

H-Frame

Steel

150-180

105-125

30-42
(tangent
structures)

5.5-9

750-1,100

27

Horizontal
Post

Wood

100

65-90

20-25
(tangent
structures)

N/A

300-400

N/A

Horizontal
Post

Steel

100

65-90

18-24
(tangent
structures)

2.5-3.5

300-400

N/A

345/345/115
kV TripleCircuit

H-Frame

Steel

150-180

120-160

40-65
(tangent
structures)

4.5-6.5

400-700

27

345/345/69
kV TripleCircuit

H-Frame

Steel

150-180

120-160

40-65
(tangent
structures)

4.5-6.5

400-700

27

115 kV

Specialty structures not listed above may be required in consultation with the USFWS
and MnDNR. Permittees will work with the USFWS, MnDNR, and the Commission
when designing specialty structures for the Minnesota River crossings to ensure an
appropriate crossing of these river areas and when considering the sensitive nature of
these areas.
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In areas where existing distribution lines are present, Permittees will coordinate with
local distribution utilities to offer alternatives or undergrounding distribution lines, on
a case-by-case basis to the extent that such actions do not violate sound engineering
principles or system reliability criteria.
Transmission lines shall be equipped with protective devices (breakers and relays
located where transmission lines connect to substations) to safeguard the public in the
event of an accident or if the structure or conductor falls to the ground. Associated
Facilities will be properly fenced and accessible only by authorized personnel.
E. Conductors
Each phase of the 345 kV line will consist of bundled conductors composed of two
954 kcmil 54/7 Cardinal Aluminum Conductor Steel Supported (ACSS) cables or
conductors of comparable capacity. The same conductor and bundled configuration
is being proposed for all the 345 kV single-circuit and double-circuit transmission
line sections. Drake 795 ACSS conductor will be used for the 115 kV line between
the Cedar Mountain Substation and Franklin Substation.
Two shield wires will be strung above the conductors to prevent damage from
lightning strikes. These shield wires are typically less than one inch in diameter and
will include fiber optic cables, which allow a path for substation protection equipment
to communicate with equipment at other terminals on the transmission line.

III.

DESIGNATED ROUTE

The approved route is shown on the official route maps attached to this permit and further
designated as follows:
A. Route Width and Alignment
The variable width of the designated route will be limited to between 600 feet to 1.1
miles as depicted on the attached route maps. The final alignment (i.e., permanent
and maintained rights-of-way) will be located within this designated route unless
otherwise authorized below. This width will provide the Permittees with the
flexibility to do minor adjustments of the specific alignment or right-of-way to
accommodate landowner requests and unforeseen conditions.
The designated route identifies an alignment that minimizes the overall potential
impacts relating to the factors identified in Minnesota Rule 7850.4100 and which was
evaluated in the environmental review and permitting processes. As such, this permit
anticipates that the actual right-of-way will generally conform to this proposed
alignment unless changes are requested by individual landowners or unforeseen
conditions are encountered, or are otherwise provided for by this permit.
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Route width variations outside the designated route may be allowed for the Permittees
to overcome potential site specific constraints. These constraints may arise from any
of the following:
1. Unforeseen circumstances encountered during the detailed engineering and
design process.
2. Federal or state agency requirements.
3. Existing infrastructure within the transmission line route, including but not
limited to roadways, railroads, natural gas and liquid pipelines, high voltage
electric transmission lines, or sewer and water lines.
4. Planned infrastructure improvements identified by state agencies and local
government units and made part of the evidentiary record during the contested
case proceeding for this permit.
Any alignment modifications arising from these site specific constraints that would
result in right-of-way placement outside the designated route shall be located to have
comparable overall impacts relative to the factors in Minnesota Rule 7850.4100 as
does the alignment identified in this permit and also shall be specifically identified in
and approved as part of the Plan and Profile submitted pursuant to Part IV.A. of this
permit.
B. Right-of-Way Placement
Where the transmission line route parallels existing highway and other road rights-ofway, the transmission line ROW shall occupy and utilize the existing right-of-way to
the maximum extent possible, consistent with the criteria in Minnesota Rule
7850.4100, the other requirements of this permit and the requirements for highways
under the jurisdiction of the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT), in
accordance with Mn/DOT rules, policies, and procedures for accommodating utilities
in trunk highway rights-of-way.
C. Right-of-Way Width
The 345 kV transmission line will be built primarily with single pole structures,
which will typically require a 150 feet right-of-way. Where specialty structures are
required for long spans or in environmentally sensitive areas, up to 180 feet of rightof-way may be employed. The 115 kV transmission line will require an 80 foot rightof-way.
When the proposed transmission line is adjacent to a roadway it shall share the
existing road right-of-way and an easement of lesser width may be required from the
landowner depending on road configuration, structure requirements consistent with
local, county, and state policies and procedures or agreements.
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When the transmission line is placed cross-country across private land, an easement
for the entire right-of-way (150 to 180 foot width) shall be acquired from the affected
landowner(s). Permittees shall locate the poles as close to property division lines as
reasonably possible and in cooperation with landowners.

IV.

PERMIT CONDITIONS

The Permittees shall comply with the following conditions during construction of the
transmission line and associated facilities and the life of this permit.
A. Plan and Profile
At least 30 calendar days before right-of-way preparation for construction begins on
any segment or portion of the project, the Permittees shall provide the Commission
with a plan and profile of the right-of-way and the specifications and drawings for
right-of-way preparation, construction, cleanup, and restoration for the transmission
line. The documentation shall include maps depicting the plan and profile including
the right-of-way and alignment in relation to the route and alignment approved per
the permit.
The Permittees may not commence construction until the 30 days has expired or until
the Commission has advised the Permittees in writing that it has completed its review
of the documents and determined that the planned construction is consistent with this
permit. If the Permittees intend to make any significant changes in its plan and
profile or the specifications and drawings after submission to the Commission, the
Permittees shall notify the Commission at least five days before implementing the
changes. No changes shall be made that would be in violation of any of the terms of
this permit.
B. Construction Practices
1. Application
The Permittees shall follow those specific construction practices and material
specifications described in the Great River Energy and Xcel Energy Application
to the Commission for a Route Permit, dated December 29, 2008, and as
described in the environmental impact statement and findings of fact, unless this
permit establishes a different requirement, in which case this permit shall prevail.
2. Field Representative
At least 10 days prior to commencing construction, the Permittees shall advise the
Commission in writing of the person or persons designated to be the field
representative for the Permittees with the responsibility to oversee compliance
with the conditions of this permit during construction.
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The field representative’s address, phone number, and emergency phone number
shall be provided to the Commission and shall be made available to affected
landowners, residents, public officials and other interested persons. The
Permittees may change the field representative at any time upon written notice to
the Commission.
3. Local Governments
During construction, The Permitees shall minimize any disruption to public
services or public utilities. To the extent disruptions to public services occur,
these would be temporary and the Permitees will work to restore service
promptly. Where any impacts to utilities have the potential to occur, Permitees
will work with both landowners and local agencies to determine the most
appropriate pole placement.
The Permittees shall cooperate with county and city road authorities to develop
appropriate signage and traffic management during construction. Conductors and
overhead wire stringing operations will use guard structures to eliminate potential
delays. When appropriate, lead vehicles will accompany the movement of heavy
equipment. Traffic control barriers and warning devices will be used when
appropriate.
4. Cleanup
All waste and scrap that is the product of construction shall be removed from the
area and properly disposed of upon completion of each task. Personal litter,
including bottles, cans, and paper from construction activities shall be removed on
a daily basis.
5. Noise
Construction and routine maintenance activities will be limited to daytime
working hours to ensure nighttime noise level standards will not be exceeded.
6. Vegetation Removal in the Right-of-Way
The Permittees shall minimize the number of trees to be removed in selecting the
right-of-way, specifically preserving to the maximum extent practicable,
windbreaks, shelterbelts and living snow fences. As part of construction, low
growing brush or tree species are allowable within and at the outer limits of the
easement area. Taller tree species that endanger the safe and reliable operation of
the transmission facility need to be removed. To the extent practical, low
growing vegetation that will not pose a threat to the transmission facility or
impede construction should remain in the easement area.
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7. Aesthetics
The Permittees will consult with landowners or land management agencies prior
to final location of structures, rights-of-way, and other areas with the potential for
visual disturbance. Care will be used to preserve the natural landscape and
prevent any unnecessary destruction of the natural surroundings in the vicinity of
the project during construction and maintenance.
New structures will be designed to support the existing transmission and
distribution lines, thereby allowing the use of existing alignments and will share
existing road rights-of-way to the extent that such actions do not violate sound
engineering principles or system reliability criteria.
Structures will be placed at the maximum feasible distance from intersecting
roads, highway, or trail crossings and could cross roads to minimize or avoid
impacts. The applicants work with landowners to identify issues related to the
transmission line such as distance from existing structures, tree clearing, and other
aesthetic concerns.
8. Erosion Control
The Permittees shall follow requirements outlined in the attached Agriculture
Impact Mitigation Plan (AIMP) developed for this project to control erosion,
weeds, water from other fields, and manage soils to continue the original status of
the field.
The Permittees shall implement reasonable measures to minimize runoff during
construction and shall promptly plant or seed, erect silt fences, and/or use erosion
control blankets in non-agricultural areas that were disturbed where structures are
installed. Contours will be graded as required so that all surfaces drain naturally,
blend with the natural terrain, and are left in a condition that will facilitate revegetation, provide for proper drainage, and prevent erosion. All areas disturbed
during construction of the facilities will be returned to their pre-construction
condition.
Larger disturbed areas of one acre or more (proposed substation sites) will be
regulated by a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
and Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan prepared for the project.
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Standard erosion control measures outlined in Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency guidance and best management practices regarding sediment control
practice during construction include protecting storm drain inlets, use of silt
fences, protecting exposed soil, immediately stabilizing restored soil, controlling
temporary soil stockpiles, and controlling vehicle tracking.
9. Wetlands and Water Resources
Minimal grading of areas around pole locations may be required to accommodate
construction vehicles and equipment. The Permittees will use wooden mats or the
DURA-BASE® composite mat system or construction during frozen conditions to
minimize disturbance and compaction of wetlands and riparian areas during
construction. Soil excavated from the wetlands and riparian areas will be
contained and not placed back into the wetland or riparian area. Silt fencing or
other erosion control measures will be used to prevent sedimentation when
working near wetlands and watercourses. Areas disturbed by construction
activities will be restored to pre-construction conditions (soil horizons, contours,
vegetation, etc.).
10. Temporary Work Space
The Permittees shall limit temporary easements to special construction access
needs and additional staging or lay-down areas required outside of the authorized
right-of-way. Space should be selected to limit the removal and impacts to
vegetation.
Temporary lay down areas outside of the authorized transmission line right-ofway will be obtained from affected landowners through rental agreements and are
not provided for in this permit
Temporary driveways may be constructed between the roadway and the structures
to minimize impact by using the shortest route possible. Construction mats may
also be used to minimize impacts on access paths and construction areas.
11. Restoration
The Permittees shall restore the right-of-way, temporary work spaces, access
roads, abandoned right-of-way, and other private lands affected by construction of
the transmission line. As necessary, areas will be reseeded with a seed mix
recommended by the local DNR management and that is certified to be free of
noxious weeds. Restoration within the right-of-way must be compatible with the
safe operation, maintenance, and inspection of the transmission line. Within 60
days after completion of all restoration activities, the Permittees shall advise the
Commission in writing of the completion of such activities. The Permittees shall
compensate landowners for any yard/landscape, crop, soil compaction, drain tile,
or other damages that may occur during construction.
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12. Notice of Permit
The Permittees shall inform all employees, contractors, and other persons
involved in the transmission line construction of the terms and conditions of this
permit.
13. The Permittees shall distribute to relevant landowners information prepared
by state agencies regarding landowner rights with respect to right-of-way
negotiations concurrent with the Permittees’ first contact with those landowners
regarding right-of-way acquisition.
C. Periodic Status Reports
The Permittees shall report to the Commission on progress regarding finalization of
the route, design of structures, and construction of the transmission line. The
Permittees need not report more frequently than weekly.
D. Complaint Procedure
Prior to the start of construction, the Permittees shall submit to the Commission, the
procedures that will be used to receive and respond to complaints. The procedures
shall be in accordance with the requirements set forth in the complaint procedures
attached to this permit.
E. Notification to Landowners
The Permittees shall provide all affected landowners with a copy of this permit and
the complaints procedures at the time of the first contact with the landowners after
issuance of this permit.
The Permittees shall contact landowners prior to entering the property or conducting
maintenance along the route and avoid maintenance practices, particularly the use of
fertilizer, herbicides, or pesticides, inconsistent with the landowner’s or tenant’s use
of the land (e.g. organic certified farms).
The Permittees shall work with landowners to locate the high-voltage transmission
lines to minimize the loss of agricultural land, forest, and wetlands, and to avoid
homes and farmsteads. This may include sharing existing road or other utility rightsof-way to the greatest extent possible.
The Permittees shall distribute to relevant landowners information prepared by state
agencies regarding landowner rights with respect to right-of-way negotiations
concurrent with the Applicants’ first contact with those landowners regarding rightof-way acquisition.
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F. Completion of Construction
1. Notification to Commission
At least three days before the line is to be placed into service, the Permittees shall
notify the Commission of the date on which the line will be placed into service
and the date on which construction was complete.
2. As-Builts
The Permittees shall submit copies of all the final as-built plans and specifications
developed during the project.
3. GPS Data
Within 60 days after completion of construction, the Permittees shall submit to
the Commission, in the format requested by the Commission, geo-spatial
information (GIS compatible maps, GPS coordinates, associated database of
characteristics, etc.) for all structures associated with the transmission lines, each
switch, and each substation connected.
G. Electrical Performance Standards.
1. Grounding
The Permittees shall design, construct, and operate the transmission line in a
manner that the maximum induced steady-state short-circuit current shall be
limited to five milliamperes, root mean square (rms) alternating current between
the ground and any non-stationary object within the right-of-way, including but
not limited to large motor vehicles and agricultural equipment. All fixed metallic
objects on or off the right-of-way, except electric fences that parallel or cross the
right-of-way, shall be grounded to the extent necessary to limit the induced short
circuit current between ground and the object so as not to exceed one milliampere
rms under steady state conditions of the transmission line and to comply with the
ground fault conditions specified in the National Electric Safety Code (NESC).
Permittees shall address and rectify any stray voltage problems that arise during
transmission line operation.
2. Electric Field
The transmission line shall be designed, constructed, and operated in such a
manner that the electric field measured one meter above ground level immediately
below the transmission line shall not exceed 8.0 kV/m rms.
3. Interference with Communication Devices
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If interference with radio or television, satellite, wireless internet, GPS-based
agriculture navigation systems or other communication devices is caused by the
presence or operation of the transmission line, the Permittees shall take whatever
action is prudently feasible to restore or provide reception equivalent to reception
levels in the immediate area just prior to the construction of the line.
H. Other Requirements.
1. Applicable Codes
The Permittees shall comply with applicable requirements of the NESC including
clearances to ground, clearance to crossing utilities, clearance to buildings, rightof-way widths, erecting power poles, and stringing of transmission line
conductors. The transmission line facility shall also meet the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation’s (NERC) reliability standards
2. Other Permits
The Permittees shall comply with all applicable state rules and statutes. The
Permittees shall obtain all required local, state and federal permits for the project
and comply with the conditions of these permits. A list of the required permits is
included in the route permit application and the environmental impact statement.
The Permittees shall submit a copy of such permits to the Commission upon
request.
3. Pre-emption
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 216E.10, subdivisions 1 and 2, this route permit
shall be the sole route approval required to be obtained by the Permittees and this
permit shall supersede and preempt all zoning, building, or land use rules,
regulations, or ordinances promulgated by regional, county, local and special
purpose government.
I. Delay in Construction
If the Permittees have not commenced construction or improvement of the route
within four years after the date of issuance of this permit, the Commission shall
consider suspension of the permit in accordance with Minnesota Rule 7850.4700.
J. Special Conditions
Applicants shall provide a report to the Commission as part of the Plan and Profile
submission that describes the actions taken and mitigative measures developed
regarding the following Special Conditions.
1. Alignment Alternatives
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The five alignment alternatives identified below fall within the 1,000 foot
requested route width. All the alignments were analyzed in the Environmental
Impact Statement and provide one or more mitigations to the impacts potentially
realized should a transmission line be constructed in these areas.
The Permittees will work with landowners in these areas and other areas to develop
the most appropriate alignment to the extent that such actions do not violate sound
engineering principles or system reliability criteria.


The transmission alignment would follow along the north side of 275th
Street in section 5 of New Avon Township.



The transmission alignment would follow along the north side of County
Road 12 through section 2 of Granite Rock Township.



The transmission alignment would follow along the north side of County
Road 74/660th Avenue from 470th Street to County Highway 4 just north
of the city of Fairfax.



The transmission alignment would follow along the south side of County
Road 74/660th Avenue from 490th Street to County Highway 27/500th
Street in sections 3 and 4 of Cairo Township.



The transmission alignment would follow along the south side of County
Road 74/660th Avenue at a point approximately 5,500 feet west of County
Road 22 to County Road 22 in section 5 of Severance Township.

2. Archaeological and Historic Resources
The Permittees shall make every effort to avoid impacts to identified
archaeological and historic resources when installing the high voltage
transmission line on the approved route. In the event that an impact would occur,
the applicants will consult with State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and
invited consulting parties. Where feasible, avoidance of the resource is required.
In cooperation with SHPO, the applicants shall conduct a phase 1 survey of areas
within the project that are known or have been reported as historic and/or
archaeologically significant sites prior to commencing construction activities.
Should the construction plans for the proposed project have the potential of
disturbing known but unidentified historic, archaeological, or burial areas,
monitoring by qualified personnel would be reasonable.
In the event that a resource is encountered, the SHPO should be contacted and
consulted; the nature of the resource should be identified; and a determination
should be made on the eligibility for listing in the NRHP.
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Permittees shall work with Native American tribes and other state and federal
permitting or land management agencies to assist in the development of
avoidance, minimization or treatment measures.
3. Avian Concerns
The Permittees will evaluate mitigative measures in areas of the project where the
chance of avian collision or electrocution is higher, specifically the areas where
the route will span the Minnesota River.
The Permittees shall, in cooperation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR), identified
areas where bird flight diverters will be incorporated into the transmission line
design to prevent avian collisions attributed to visibility issues.
Due to the areas importance to bald eagles and other raptors, Permittees standard
transmission design shall incorporate adequate spacing of conductor(s) and
grounding devices in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee
(APLIC) standards to eliminate the risk of electrocution to raptors with larger
wingspans that may simultaneously come in contact with a conductor and
grounding devices.
Permittees shall work with the USFWS to ensure construction activities are
scheduled so as not to disturb or impact normal eagle breeding, feeding, or
sheltering behavior. Permittees shall consult with the USFWS to ensure the
project conforms with the requirements of the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act in consultation with the USFWS.
4. Rare and Unique Resources
The DNR indicated occurrences of Blanding’s turtles near the project area. The
Blanding’s turtle is considered a species in greatest need of conservation in
Minnesota. Mitigation measures for potential impacts to the Blanding’s turtle and
its habitat shall include measures and recommendations outlined in the Minnesota
DNR Division of Ecological Resources Environmental Review Fact Sheet Series.
Blanding’s Turtle (attached). Construction and maintenance personnel will be
made aware of the Blanding’s turtle and their habitat during pre-construction
meetings in an effort to minimize possible disturbance.
Permittees will span, where possible, rivers, streams and wetlands, and any
habitats where prairie remnants and rock outcrops have been recorded or are
likely to occur. Wherever it is not feasible to span, a survey will be conducted to
determine the presence of special status species or suitability of habitat for such
species. Where the survey shows such species or habitat, Permittees will
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coordinate with the MnDNR and other appropriate agencies to avoid and
minimize any impact.
5. Scenic By-Ways
For the alignment crossing U.S. Highway 75 - The King of Trails and County
Highway 5 – The Minnesota River Valley Scenic Byway, the Permittees shall
consult with Mn/DOT Office of Environmental Services, the King of Trails
Coalition, and the Minnesota River Valley Alliance regarding methods to
minimize and prevent damage to vegetation along these scenic byways.
Methods may include preserving the natural and cultural landscape and using
design and construction techniques and procedures to prevent unnecessary
destruction, scarring, or defacing of vegetation in the right-of-way, minimizing
the number of trees to be removed, and installing vegetative buffers to limit visual
impacts to the extent that such actions do not violate sound engineering principles
or system reliability criteria.

V.

PERMIT AMENDMENT

The permit conditions in Section IV may be amended at any time by the Commission.
Any person may request an amendment of the conditions of this permit by submitting a
request to the Commission in writing describing the amendment sought and the reasons
for the amendment. The Commission will mail notice of receipt of the request to the
Permittees. The Commission may amend the conditions after affording the Permittees
and interested persons such process as is required.

VI.

TRANSFER OF PERMIT

The Permittees may request at any time that the Commission transfer this permit to
another person or entity. The Permittees shall provide the name and description of the
person or entity to whom the permit is requested to be transferred, the reasons for the
transfer, a description of the facilities affected, and the proposed effective date of the
transfer.
The person to whom the permit is to be transferred shall provide the Commission with
such information as the Commission shall require to determine whether the new
Permittees can comply with the conditions of the permit. The Commission may authorize
transfer of the permit after affording the Permittees, the new Permittees, and interested
persons such process as is required.

VII. REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF THE PERMIT
The Commission may initiate action to revoke or suspend this permit at any time. The
Commission shall act in accordance with the requirements of Minnesota Rules part
7850.5100 to revoke or suspend the permit.
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MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMPLIANCE FILING PROCEDURE
FOR PERMITTED ENERGY FACILITIES
1.

Purpose
To establish a uniform and timely method of submitting information required by
the Commission energy facility permits.

2.

Scope and Applicability
This procedure encompasses all compliance filings required by permit.

3.

Definitions
Compliance Filing – A sending (filing) of information to the Commission, where
the information is required by a Commission site or route permit.

4.

Responsibilities
A)

The Permittees shall eFile all compliance filings with Dr. Burl Haar,
Executive Secretary, Public Utilities Commission, through the Department
of Commerce (DOC) eDocket system. The system is located on the DOC
website: https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/home.jsp
General instructions are provided on the website. Permittees must register
on the website to eFile documents.

B)

All filings must have a cover sheet that includes:
1) Date
2) Name of submitter / Permittees
3) Type of Permit (Site or Route)
4) Project Location
5) Project Docket Number
6) Permit Section Under Which the Filing is Made
7) Short Description of the Filing

Filings that are graphic intensive (e.g., maps, plan and profile) must, in addition to being
eFiled, be submitted as paper copies and on CD. Copies and CDs should be sent to: 1)
Dr. Burl W. Haar, Executive Secretary, Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, 121 7th
Place East, Suite 350, St. Paul, MN, 55101-2147, and 2) Department of Commerce,
Energy Facility Permitting, 85 7th Place East, Suite 500, St. Paul, MN, 55101-2198.
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PERMIT COMPLIANCE FILINGS 1

PERMITTEES: Great River Energy and Xcel Energy
PERMIT TYPE: HVTL Route Permit
PROJECT LOCATION: Lincoln, Lyon, Yellow Medicine, Chippewa, Redwood,
Brown, Renville, Sibley, Le Sueur, Scott, and Dakota counties
PUC DOCKET NUMBER: ET2/TL-08-1474

Filing
Number

Permit Section

1

Section IV.B.2

Description
Contact information for field
representative
Plan and profile of right-of-way

Due Date
10 days prior to
construction
30 days before
ROW preparation
or construction

2

Section IV.A.

3

Section IV.F

Notice of completion and date of
placement in service

Three days prior to
energizing

4

Section IV.F.3

Provide As-built and GPS
information

Within 60 days of
construction

1

This compilation of permit compliance filings is provided for the convenience of the permittees and the
Commission. However, it is not a substitute for the permit; the language of the permit controls.
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MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMPLAINT HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR
HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION LINES

A.

Purpose
To establish a uniform and timely method of reporting complaints received by the
Permittees concerning Permit conditions for site preparation, construction,
cleanup and restoration, operation and resolution of such complaints.

B.

Scope
This document describes complaint reporting procedures and frequency.

C.

Applicability
The procedures shall be used for all complaints received by the Permittees and all
complaints received by the Commission under Minnesota Rule 7829.1500 or
7829.1700 relevant to this Permit.

D.

Definitions
Complaint: A verbal or written statement presented to the Permittees by a
person expressing dissatisfaction or concern regarding site preparation, cleanup or
restoration or other route and associated facilities permit conditions. Complaints
do not include requests, inquiries, questions or general comments.
Substantial Complaint: A written complaint alleging a violation of a specific
Route Permit condition that, if substantiated, could result in Permit modification
or suspension pursuant to the applicable regulations.
Unresolved Complaint: A complaint which, despite the good faith efforts of the
Permittees and a person(s), remains to both or one of the parties unresolved or
unsatisfactorily resolved.
Person: An individual, partnership, joint venture, private or public corporation,
association, firm, public service company, cooperative, political subdivision,
municipal corporation, government agency, public utility district, or any other
entity, public or private, however organized.
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E.

Complaint Documentation and Processing
1. The Permittees shall document all complaints by maintaining a record of all
applicable information concerning the complaint, including the following:
a. Name of complainant, address, phone number, and e-mail address.
b. Precise property description or parcel number.
c. Name of Permittees representative receiving Complaint and date of
receipt.
d. Nature of Complaint and the applicable Site Permit conditions(s).
e. Activities undertaken to resolve the Complaint.
f. Final disposition of the Complaint.
2. The Permittees shall designate an individual to summarize Complaints for the
Commission. This person’s name, phone number and e-mail address shall
accompany all complaint submittals.
3. A Person presenting the Complaint should to the extent possible, include the
following information in their communications:
a.
b.
c.
d.

F.

Name, address, phone number, and e-mail address.
Date
Tract or parcel
Whether the complaint relates to (1) a route permit matter, or (2) a
compliance issue.

Reporting Requirements
The Permittees shall report all complaints to the Commission according to the
following schedule:
Immediate Reports: All substantial complaints shall be reported to the
Commission the same day received, or on the following working day for
complaints received after working hours. Such reports are to be directed to HighVoltage Transmission Line Permit Compliance, 1-800-657-3794, or by e-mail to:
DOC.energypermitcompliance@state.mn.us, or voice messages are acceptable.
Monthly Reports: By the 15th of each month, a summary of all complaints,
including substantial complaints received or resolved during the preceding month,
shall be Filed to Dr. Burl W. Haar, Executive Secretary, Public Utilities
Commission, using the Minnesota Department of Commerce eDocket system (see
eFiling instructions attached to this permit).
If no Complaints were received during the preceding month, the Permittees shall
submit (eFile) a summary indicating that no complaints were received.
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G.

Complaints Received by the Commission or Office of Energy Security
Complaints received directly by the Commission from aggrieved persons
regarding site preparation, construction, cleanup, restoration, operation and
maintenance shall be promptly sent to the Permittees.

H.

Commission Process for Unresolved Complaints
Initial Screening: Commission staff shall perform an initial evaluation of
unresolved Complaints submitted to the Commission. Complaints raising
substantial High-Voltage Transmission Line Permit issues shall be processed and
resolved by the Commission. Staff shall notify Permittees and appropriate
person(s) if it determines that the Complaint is a Substantial Complaint. With
respect to such Complaints, each party shall submit a written summary of its
position to the Commission no later than ten days after receipt of the Staff
notification. Staff shall present Briefing Papers to the Commission, which shall
resolve the Complaint within twenty days of submission of the Briefing Papers.

I.

Permittees Contacts for Complaints
Mailing Address: Complaints filed by mail shall be sent to:
Dan Lesher
Great River Energy
12300 Elm Creek Boulevard
Maple Grove, MN 55369
Telephone: (763) 445-5975
Email: dlesher@grenergy.com
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ATTACHMENT A
ROUTE PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION
LINE AND ASSOCIATED FACILITIES
IN
LINCOLN, LYON, YELLOW MEDICINE, CHIPPEWA, REDWOOD, BROWN,
RENVILLE, SIBLEY, LE SUEUR, SCOTT, AND DAKOTA COUNTIES
ISSUED TO
GREAT RIVER ENERGY AND
NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
PUC DOCKET No. ET2/TL-08-1474
September 14, 2010

Web links to the maps for the five route segments (Segments 1,2,3,5, and 6) authorized
in this Route Permit are:
Segment 1= SL on the OES’s Overview Map (Brookings County Substation to Lyon
County Substation):
1 of 6: (SL 1-11)
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={0AF84007-E6DD-4074-BE781540EE11D84D}&documentTitle=20107-52220-01

2 of 6: (SL 12 – 22)
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={93EA434D-17E6-4856-9B1A045F94DC6E5C}&documentTitle=20107-52220-02

3 of 6: (SL 23 – 33)
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=viewDocument&documentId={8E52818A-3A9F-4A14-96AAF36072622E10}&documentTitle=20107-52220-03&userType=public
4 of 6: (SL 34 – 44)
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={87369F31-AF2D-46D3-893AC87121C50ED9}&documentTitle=20107-52220-04
5 of 6: (SL 45 – 55)
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={124B4F11-E982-4009-B52191C2E0D611A2}&documentTitle=20107-52220-05
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6 of 6: (SL 56 – 66)
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={FC3267C8-D4C4-49AF-BFE0F5027F231E56}&documentTitle=20107-52220-06
Segment 2 = LM on the OES’s Overview Map (Lyon County Substation to Hazel Creek
Substation to Minnesota Valley Substation)
1 of 4: LM 1-11
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={208CB543-5A1B-49AC-A7DB63482BDF1E70}&documentTitle=20107-52221-01
2 of 4: LM – 12-22
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={A3B68C30-D320-4BD3-BE4B0A9C14F2ABFC}&documentTitle=20107-52221-02
3 of 4: LM 23-33
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={A3B68C30-D320-4BD3-BE4B0A9C14F2ABFC}&documentTitle=20107-52221-02
4 of 4:
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=viewDocument&documentId={6ABF3C53-4BED-4CA4-A04A603A0B4A5AE2}&documentTitle=20107-52221-04&userType=public
Segment 3 = LC on the OES’s Overview Map (Lyon County Substation to Cedar
Mountain Substation)
1 of 5: LC 1-11
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={96991350-D366-4FA7-A1CA2E54D597AB1A}&documentTitle=20107-52222-01
2 of 5: LC 12-22
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=viewDocument&documentId={A696F879-949A-4DA7-98D94F816288DC11}&documentTitle=20107-52222-02&userType=public
3 of 5: LC 323-33
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={A61DD118-5BB5-4407-8CD691613A5A2A33}&documentTitle=20107-52222-03
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4 of 5: LC 34-44
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={4877505B-610C-46A9-933897B3FCF53EF4}&documentTitle=20107-52222-04
5 of 5: LC 45-57
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={398532A9-D270-47F5-A13A70341198F24E}&documentTitle=20107-52222-05
Segment 5 = HL on OES’s Overview Map (Helena Substation to Lake Marion
Substation)
1 of 2: HL 1-11
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
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2 of 2: HL 12-23
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={97FABF76-0697-42EA-8C818BE2B52FE650}&documentTitle=20107-52224-02
Segment 6 = LH (Lake Marion Substation to Hampton Substation)
1 of 2: LH 1-11
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={29B63B44-FC28-4FFF-A22FF21045E5A159}&documentTitle=20107-52224-03
2 of 2: LH 12 – 22
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method
=showPoup&documentId={9DB37F47-27CD-4A23-AE048F2C3BF5E560}&documentTitle=20107-52224-04
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AGRICULTURAL IMPACT MITIGATION PLAN
CapX2020
Purpose

This Agricultural Impact Mitigation Plan ("AIMP" or 'the plan') was developed by Northern
States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation and wholly-owned subsidiary of Xcel Energy
Inc., and Great River Energy, a Minnesota generation and transmission cooperative (together,
referred to as "the Utilities"), representing the CapX2020 utility consortium and with the
Minnesota Department of Agriculture ("MDA"). The overall objective of this AIMP is to
identiff measures the Utilities will take to avoid, mitigate, repair and/or provide compensation
for impacts that may result from 345 kV electric transmission line construction of the CapX2020
projects on Agricultural Land in Minnesota.
CapX2020 ("CapX2020") is a joint initiative of I I transmission-owning utilities in Minnesota
and the surrounding region. The purpose of CapX2020 is to study, develop, permit and construct
electric transmission infrastructure as needed to implement long-term and cost-effective
solutions forcustomers to meet the growth in energy use expected by the year2020. The three
CapX2020 projects included in this AIMP are described as:

l)

the 345 kV transmission line from Brookings County, South Dakota to Hampton, Minnesota;

2) the 345 kV transmission line from Monticello, Minnesota to St. Cloud to the Fargo area,
North Dakota; and
3) the 345 kV transmission line from Hampton, Minnesota to Rochester to La Crosse, Wisconsin.

Collectively, these three transmission lines are referred to as the "CapX2020 Projects".

The construction standards and policies in this plan apply only to construction activities
occurring partially or wholly on privately owned Agricultural Land. The measures do not apply
to construction activities occuning entirely on public rights-of-way, railroad rights-of-way,
publicly owned land, or private land that is not Agricultural Land. The Utilities will, however,
adhere to the same construction standards relating to the repair of agricultural tile (Item No. 3 in
the AIMP) when Tiles are encountered on public highway rights-of-way, railroad rights-oÊway,
or publicly or privately owned land.

Appendix B of this AIMP applies only to Organic Agricultural Land as described in the National
Organic Program Rules, 7 CFR Parts 205.100,205,202, and 205.101.
Unless the Easement or other agreement, regardless of nature, between the Utilities and the
Landowner or Tenant specifically provides to the contrary, the mitigative actions specified in the
construction standards and policies set forth in this AIMP will be implemented in accordance
with the General Provisions.

General ProvisÍons
The mitigative actions are subject to change by Landowners or Tenants, provided such changes
are negotiated with and acceptable to the Utilities.
Certain provisions of this AIMP require the Utilities to consult with the Landowner and Tenant
of a property. The Utilities will engage in a good faith effort to secure the agreement of both
Landowner and Tenant in such cases.
Unless otherwise specifred, the Utilities will retain qualified contractors to execute mitigative
actions. However, the Utilities may negotiate with Landowners or Tenants to carry out the
mitigative actions that Landowners or Tenants wish to perform themselves.

Mitigative actions employed by the Utilities pursuant to this AIMP, unless otherwise specified in
this AIMP or in an Easement or other agreement negotiated with an individual Landowner or
Tenant, will be implemented within 45 days following completion of Final Clean-up on an
affected property, weather permitting, or unless otherwise delayed by mutual agreement between
Landowner or Tenant and Utility. Temporary repairs will be made by the Utilities during
construction as needed to minimize the risk of additional property damage or interference with
the Landowner's or Tenant's access to or use of the property that may result from an extended
time period to implement mitigative actions.
The Utilities will implement the mitigative actions contained in this AIMP to the extent that they
do not conflict with the requirements of any applicable federal and/or state rules and regulations
and other permits and approvals that are obtained by the Utilities for the project or they are not
determined to be unenforceable by reason of other requirements of federal and state permits
issued for the project. To the extent a mitigative action required by this agreement is determined
to be unenforceable in the future due to requirements of other federal or state permits issued for
the project, the Utilities will so inform the Landowner or Tenant and will work with them to
develop a reasonable alternative mitigative action.

Prior to the construction of the transmission line, the Utilities will provide each Landowner and
Tenant with a telephone number and address which can be used to contâct the Utilities, both
during and following the completion of construction, regarding the agricultural impact mitigation
work which is performed on their property or other construction-related matter. If the contact
information changes at any time before completion of Final Clean-up and/or after the completion
of construction, the Utilities will provide the Landowner and Tenant with updated contact
information. The Utilities will respond to Landowner and Tenant telephone calls and
correspondence within a reasonable time.
The Utilities will use good faith efforts to obtain a written acknowledgement of completion from
each Landowner and Tenant upon the completion of Final Clean-up on their respective property.

If any provision of this AIMP is held to be unenforceable, no other provision will be affected by
that holding, and the remainder of the AIMP will be interpreted as if it did not contain the
unenforceable provision.

Mitigative Actions
The Utilities will reasonably restore or compensate Landowners and/or Tenants, as appropriate,
for damages caused by the Utilities as a result of transmission line construction, and as outlined
in this plan. The decision to restore land or compensate Landowners will be made by the Utilities
after discussion with the Landowner or Tenant.

t.

Pole Placement

During the design of the project, the Utilities' engineering, land rights and permitting
staff will work together to address pole placement issues. Utilities' staff will work with
Landowners on pole placement. When the preliminary design is complete, the land rights
agents will review the staked pole locations with the Landowners.
2.

Soil and Rock Removal for Bored Holes

Any excess soil and rock will be removed from the site unless otherwise requested by the
Landowner.
3.

Damaged and Adversely Affected Tile

The Utilities will contact affected Landowners or Tenants for their knowledge of Tile
locations prior to the transmission line's installation. Utilities will make every attempt to
probe for Tile if the Landowner does not know if Tile is located in the proposed pole
location. Tile that is damaged, cut, or removed as a result of this probe will be
immediately repaired. The repair will be reported to the Inspector.
the Tile will be repaired in a
manner that restores the Tile's operating condition at the point of repair. If Tiles on or
adjacent to the transmission line's construction area are adversely affected by the
construction of the transmission line, the Utilities will take such actions as are necessary
to restore the functioning of the Tile, including the relocation, reconftguration, and
replacement of the existing Tile. The affected Landowner or Tenant may elect to
negotiate a fair settlement with the Utilities for the Landowner or Tenant to undertake the
responsibility for repair, relocation, reconfiguration, or replacement of the damaged Tile.
In the event the Landowner or Tenant chooses to undertake the responsibility for repair,
relocation, reconfiguration, or replacement of the damaged Tile, the Utilities will not be
responsible for correcting Tile repairs after completion of the transmission line (the
Utilities are responsible for correcting Tile repairs after completion of the transmission
line, provided the repairs were made by the Utilities or their agents or designees).

If Tile is damaged by the transmission line installation,

Where the damaged Tile is repaired by the Utilities, the following standards and policies
will apply to the Title repair:

A.

Tiles will be repaired with materials of the same or better quality as that which
was damaged.

B.

If water is flowing

C.

Before completing permanent Tile repairs, Tiles will be examined within the work
area to check for Tile that might have been damaged by construction equipment.
If Tiles are found to be damaged, they will be repaired so they operate as well
after construction as before construction began.

D.

The Utilities will make efforts to complete permanent Tile repairs within a
reasonable timeframe after Final Clean-up, taking into account weather and soil

through a damaged Tile, temporary repairs will be promptly
installed and maintained until such time that permanent repairs can be made.

conditions.

E.

Following completion of the Final Clean-up and damage settlement, the Utilities

will be responsible for correcting and repairing Tile breaks, or other damages to
Tile systems that are discovered on the Right-of-Way to the extent that such
breaks are the result of transmission line construction. These damages are usually

discovered after the first significant rain event. The Utilities will not be
responsible for Tile repairs the Utilities have paid the Landowner or Tenant to
perform.
4.

Installation of Additional Tiles
The Utilities will be responsible for installing such additional Tile and other drainage
measures as are necessary to properly drain wet areas on the Righrof-Way caused by the
construction of the transmission line.

5.

Construction Debris
Construction-related debris and material which are not an integral part of the transmission

line, and which have been placed there by the Utilities, will be removed from the
Landowner's property at the Utilities' cost. Such material to be removed would include
excess construction materials or litter generated by the construction crews.

Compaction, Rutting, Fertilization, Liming, and Soil Restoration

A.

Compaction will be alleviated as needed on Cropland traversed by construction
equipment. Cropland that has been compacted will be plowed using appropriate
deep+illage and draft equipment. Alleviation of compaction of the topsoil will be
performed during suitable weather conditions, and must not be performed when
weather conditions have caused the soil to become so wet that activity to alleviate

compaction would damage the future production capacity
determined by the Agriculnrral Monitor.

of the land as

B.

The Utilities
condition.

C.

If there is a dispute between the Landowner or Tenant and the Utilities as to what
areas need to be ripped or chiseled, the depth at which compacted areas should be

will

restore rutted land to as near as practical to its pre-construction

ripped or chiseled, or the necessity or rates of lime, fertilizer, and organic material
application, the Agricultural Monitor's opinion will be considered by the Utilities.
7.

Damaged Soil Conservation Practices

Soil conservation practices such as terraces and grassed waterways which are damaged
by the transmission line's construction, will be restored to their pre-construction
condition.
8.

Weed Control

On land which is owned by Utilities for substation facilities, the Utilities will work with
Landowners if requested on weed control activities outside of the substations with the
intent to not allow the spread of weeds onto adjacent Agricultural Land. Any weed
control spraying will be in accordance with State of Minnesota regulations.
9.

Irrigation Systems

A.

the transmission line and/or temporary work areas intersect an operational (or
soon to be operational) spray irrigation system, the Utilities will establish with the
Landowner or Tenant, an acceptable amount of time the inigation system may be
out of service.

B.

of the transmission line construction activities, an irrigation system
interruption results in crop damages, either on the Right-of-Way or off the Rightof-Way, compensation of Landowners and/or Tenants, as appropriate, will be
determined as described in section I I of this AIMP.

C.

If it is feasible and mutually

If

If,

as a result

acceptable to the Utilities and the Landowner or
will
Tenant, temporary measures
be implemented to allow an irrigation system to
continue to operate across land on which the transmission line is also being
constructed. Utilities will work with the Landowner or Tenant to identify a
preferable construction time.

10.

Temporary Roads
The location of temporary roads to be used for construction purposes will be discussed
with the Landowner or Tenant.
A.

B.

The temporary roads will be designed so as to not impede proper drainage and
will be built to mitigate soil erosion on or near the temporary roads.
Upon abandonment, temporary roads may be left intact through mutual agreement
by
regulations.
federal, state or local

of the Landowner or Tenant and the Utilities unless otherwise restricted

C.

If a temporary road is to be removed, the Agricultural

Land upon which the

temporary road is constructed will be returned to its previous use and restored to
equivalent condition as existed prior to their construction.
11.

Construction in Wet Conditions

If it is necessary to construct during wet conditions, and if the Agricultural Monitor
believes conditions are too wet for continued construction, damages which may result
from such construction will be paid for by the Utilities and/or appropriate restoration will
be conducted. Compensation for Landowners and/or Tenants, as appropriate, will be
determined as described in section 12 of this AIMP.

t2.

Procedures

for

Determining Construction-Related Damages and Providing

Compensation

A.

The Utilities will develop and put into place a procedure for the processing of
anticipated Landowners' or Tenants' claims for construction-related damages.
The procedure will be intended to standardize and minimize Landowner and
Tenant concerns in the recovery of damages, to provide a degree of certainty and
predictability for Landowners, Tenants and the Utilities, and to foster good
relationships among the Utilities, Landowners and their Tenants over the long
term.

B.

13.

Negotiations between the Utilities and any affected Landowner or Tenant will be
voluntary in nature and no party is obligated to follow any particular method for
computing the amount of loss for which compensation is sought or paid. The
compensation offered is only an offer to settle, and the offer shall not be
introduced in any proceeding brought by the Landowner or Tenant to establish the
amount of damages the Utilities must pay. In the event the Utilities and a
Landowner or Tenant are unable to reach an agreement on the amount of
damages, the Landowner or Tenant may seek recourse through mediation.

Advance Notice of Access to Private Property

The Utilities will endeavor to provide the Landowner and/or Tenant advanced notice
before beginning construction on the property. Prior notice will consist of a personal
contact, email, letter or a telephone contact, whereby the Landowner and the Tenant are
informed of the Utilities' intent to access the land.
14.

Role and Responsibilities of Agricultural Monitor

The Agricul¡¡ral Monitor will be retained and funded by the Utilities, but will report
directly to the MDA. The primary function of the Agriculrural Monitor will be to audit
the Utilities' compliance with this AIMP. The Agricultural Monitor will not have the
authority to direct construction activities and will not have authority to stop construction.
The Agricultural Monitor will notiff the Utilities' Inspector if he/she believes a
compliance issue has been identified. The Agricultural Monitor will have full access to
Agricultural Land crossed by the CapX2020 projects and will have the option of

attending meetings where construction on Agricultural Land is discussed. Specific duties
of the Agricultural Monitor will include, but are not limited to the following:

l.

Participate in preconstruction training activities sponsored by the Utilities.

2.

Monitor construction and restoration activities on Agricultural Land for
compliance with provisions of this AIMP.

3.

Report instances of noncompliance to the Utilities Inspector.

4.

Prepare regular compliance reports and submit to
the MDA.

5.
6.

Act as liaison between Landowners and Tenants and MDA, if necessary.

7.
15.

MDA, as requested by

Maintain a written log of communications from Landowners and/or
Tenants regarding compliance with this AIMP. Report Landowner
complaints to the Utilities Inspector and/or Right-of-Way representative.

In

disputes between Utilities and a Landowner and/or Tenant over
restoration, determine if agricultural restoration is reasonably adequate in
consultation with the Utilities Inspector.

Qualifications and Selection of Agricultural Monitor
The Agricultr¡ral Monitor will have a bachelor's degree in agronomy, soil science or
equivalent work experience. The Agricultural Monitor will have demonstrated practical
experience with pipeline or electric transmission line construction and restoration on
Agricultural Land. Final selection of the Agricultural Monitor will be a joint decision
between the MDA and the Utilities.

16.

Role of the Utilities Inspector
The Utilities Inspector will:

l.
2.

Be full-time member of the Utilities inspection team.

Be responsible for veriffing the Utilities compliance with provisions
this AIMP during construction.

of

3.

Work collaboratively with other Utilities lnspectors, Right-of-Way agents,
and the Agricultural Monitor in achieving compliance with this AIMP.

4.
5.

Observe construction activities on Agricultural Land on a regular basis.

Have the authority to stop construction activities that are determined to be
out of compliance with provisions of this AIMP.

Document instances of noncompliance and work with constuotion
personnel ûo identiff and implement appropriate corrective actions as
needed.
7.

Provide consüuction penonnel with haining on provisions of this AIMP
before consüuction begins.

Provide constuction personnel with field training on specifïc topics as
needed.

Appendix

A: Definitions

Agricultural Land

Land that is actively managed for cropland, hayland, or pasture, and
land in government set-aside programs.

Agricultural Monitor

Monitor retained and funded by the Utilities, reporting directly to the
Minnesota Department of Agriculture ("MDA") and responsible for
auditing the Utilities'compliance with provisions of this AIMP.

Cropland

Land actively managed for growing row crops, small grains, or hay.

Easement

The agreement(s) and/or interest in privately owned Agricultural Land
held by the Utilities by virtue of which it has the right to construct,
operate and maintain the transmission line together with such other
rights and obligations as may be set forth in such agreement.

Final Clean-up

Transmission line activity that occurs after the power line has been
constructed. Final Clean-up activities include but are not limited to:
removal of construction debris, de-compaction of soil as required,
installation of permanent erosion control structures, final grading, and
restoration of fences and required reseeding. Once Final Clean-up is
flrnished, Landowners will be contacted to settle all damage issues and
will be provided a form to sign confirming final settlement.

Landowner

Person(s) holding legal title to Agricultural Land on the transmission

line route from whom the Utilities is seeking, or has obtained,

a

temporary or pennanent Easement, or their representatives.

Non-Agricultural Land

Any land that is not "Agricultural Land"

Right-of-Way

The Agricultural Land included in permanent and temporary Easements
which the Utilities acquires for the purpose of constructing, operating
and maintaining the transmission line.

Tenant

Any Person lawfully renting or sharing land for agricultural production
which makes up the "Right-of-Way" as defined in this AIMP.

Tile

Artificial subsurface drainage system.

Topsoil

The uppermost horizon (layer) of the soil, typically with the darkest

as defined above.

color and highest content of organic matter.

Utilities Inspector

Full-time on-site inspector retained by the Utilities to verify compliance
with requirements of this AIMP during construction of the transmission
line. The Inspector will have demonstrated experience with
transmission line construction on Agricultural Land.
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Appendix

B: Mitigative

Actions for Organic Agricultural Land

Introduction
The Utilities recognize that Organic Agricultural Land is a unique feature of the landscape and
will treat this land with the same level of care as other sensitive environmental features. This
Appendix identifies mitigation measures that apply specifically to farms that are Organic
Certified or farms that are in active transition to become Organic Certified, and is intended to
address the unique management and certification requirements of these operations. All
protections provided in the Agricul¡¡ral Impact Mitigation Plan will also be provided to Organic
Agricultural Land in addition to the provisions of this Appendix.

The provisions of this Appendix will apply to Organic Agricultural Land for which the
Landowner or Tenant has provided to the Utilities a true, correct and current version of the
Organic System Plan within 60 days after the signing of the Easement for such land or 60 days
after the issuance of a Route Permit to the Utilities by the PUC, whichever is sooner, or, in the
event the Easement is signed later than 60 days after the issuance of the Route Permit. The
provisions of this Appendix are applicable when the Organic System Plan is provided to the
Utilities at the time of the signing of the Easement.
Organic System PIan
The Utilities recognize the importance of the individualized Organic System Plan (OSP) to the
Organic Certification process. The Utilities will work with the Landowner or Tenant, the
Landowner or Tenant's Certi$ring Agent, and/or a mutually acceptable third-party Organic
consultant to identifu site-specific construction practices that will minimize the potential for
Decertification as a result of construction activities. Possible practices may include, but are not
limited to: equipment cleaning, planting a deep-rooted cover crop in lieu of mechanical
decompaction, applications of composted manure or rock phosphate, preventing the introduction
of disease vectors from tobacco use, restoration and replacement of beneficial bird and insect
habitat, maintenance of organic buffer zones, use of organic seeds for any cover crop, or similar
measures. The Utilities recognizes that Organic System Plans are proprietary in nature and will
respect the need for confidentiality.

Prohibited Substances
The Utilities will avoid the application of Prohibited Substances onto Organic Agricultural Land.
No herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers or seed will be applied unless requested and approved by the
Landowner. Likewise, no refueling, fuel or lubricant storage or routine equipment maintenance
will be allowed on Organic Agricultural Land. Equipment will be checked prior to entry to make
sure that fuel, hydraulic and lubrication systems are in good working order before working on
Organic Agriculrural Land. If Prohibited Substances are used on land adjacent to Organic
Agricultural Land, these substances will be used in such a way as to prevent them from entering
Organic Agricultural Land.
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Temporary Road Impacts
Topsoil and subsoil layers that are removed during construction on Organic Agricultural Land
for temporary road impacts will be stored separately and replaced in the proper sequence after
the transmission line is installed. Unless otherwise specified in the site-specific plan described
above, the Utilities will not use this soil for other purposes, including creating access ramps at
road crossings. No topsoil or subsoil (other than incidental amounts) may be removed from
Organic Agricultural Land. Likewise, Organic Agricultural Land will not be used for storage of
soil from non-Organic Agricultural Land.
Erosion Control
On Organic Agricultural Land, the Utilities will, to the extent feasible, implement erosion control
methods consistent with the Landowner or Tenant's Organic System Plan. On land adjacent to
Organic Agricultural Land, the Utilities' erosion control procedures will be designed so that
sediment from adjacent non-Organic Agricultural Land will not flow along the Right-oÊWay
and be deposited on Organic Agricultural Land. Treated lumber, non-organic hay bales, nonapproved metal fence posts, etc. will not be used in erosion control on Organic Agricultural
Land.

Weed Control

On Organic Agricultural Land, the Utilities will, to the extent feasible, implement weed control
methods consistent with the Landowner's or Tenant's Organic System Plan. Prohibited
Substances will not be used in weed control on Organic Agricultural Land. In addition, the
Utilities will not use Prohibited Substances in weed control on land adjacent to Organic
Agricultural Land in such a way as to allow these materials to drift onto Organic Agricultural
Land.

Monitoring

In addition to the responsibilities of the Agricultural Monitor described in the AIMP, the
following will apply:

A.

The Agricultural Monitor will monitor construction and restoration activities on Organic
Agricultural Land for compliance with the provisions of this appendix and will document
any activities that may result in Decertification.

B.

will be documented according to Independent Organic
Inspectors Association protocol consistent with the Landowner's Organic System Plan,
and will be made available to the MDA, the Landowner, the Tenant, the Landowner's or
Tenant's Certifying Agent, the Utilities Inspector and to the Utilities.

If

Instances of non-compliance

the Agricultural Monitor is responsible for monitoring activities on Organic Agricultural Land,
will be trained, at the Utilities' expense, in organic inspection, by the Independent

he/she

Organic Inspectors Association, unless the Agricultural Monitor received such training during
the previous three years.
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Compensation for Construction Damages
The settlement of damages will be based on crop yield and/or crop quality determination and the
need for additional restoration measures. Unless the Landowner or Tenant of Organic
Agricultural Land and Company agree otherwise, at the Utilities expense, a mutually agreed
upon professional agronomist will make crop yield determinations, and the Minnesota

Agriculture Fruit and Vegetable Inspection Unit will make crop quality
the crop yield and/or crop quality determinations indicate the need for soil
testing, the testing will be conducted by a commercial laboratory that is properly certified to
conduct the necessary tests and is mutually agreeable to the Utilities and the Landowner or
Tenant. Field work for soil testing will be conducted by a Professional Soil Scientist or
Professional Engineer licensed by the State of Minnesot¿. The Utilities will be responsible for
the cost of sampling, testing and additional restoration activities, if needed. Landowners or
Tenants may elect to settle damages with the Utilities in advance of construction on a mutually
acceptable basis or to settle after construction based on a mutually agreeable determination of
Department

of

determinations.

If

actual damages.

Compensation for Damages Due to Decertification
Should any portion of Organic Agricultural Land be Decertified as a result of construction
activities, the settlement of damages will be based on the difference between revenue generated
from the land affected before Decertification and after Decertification so long as a good faith
effort is made by the Landowner orTenant to regain Certification.
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Definitions
Unless otherwise provided to the contrary in this Appendix, capitalized terms used in this
Appendix shall have the meanings provided below and in the AIMP. In the event of a conflict
between this Appendix and the AIMP with respect to definitions, the definition provided in this
Appendix will prevail but only to the extent such conflicting terms are used in this Appendix.
The definition provided for the defined words used herein shall apply to all forms of the words.

Apply

To intentionally or inadvertently spread or distribute
substance onto the exposed surface

Certifying

Agent

any

ofthe soil.

As defined by the National Organic Program Standards,
Federal Regulations 7 CFR Part205.2.

Decertified or

Decertification

Organic

Land

Agricultural

Organic Buffer

Zone

Certification
Certified

Organic
or Organic

Fanns or portions thereof described in 7 CFR Parts 205.100,
205.202, and 205.101.

As defined by the National Organic Program Standards,
Federal Regulations 7 CFR Part205.2.
As defined by the National Organic Program Standards,
Federal Regulations 7 CFR Part 205.100 and 7 CFR Part
205. 10 r.

Plan

As defined by the National Organic Program Standards,
Federal Regulations 7 CFR Part205.2.

Substance

As defined by the National Organic Program Standards,
Federal Regulations 7 CFR Part 205.600 through 7 CFR
205.605 using the criteria provided in 7 USC 6517 and
7 USC 6518.

Organic System

Prohibited

Loss of Organic Certification.
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Environmental Review Fact Sheet Series
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Minnesota Status: Threatened
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none

Status:

State Rankr:

S2

Global Rankr:

G4

HABITAT USE
Blanding's turtles need both wetland and upland habitats to cornplete their life cycle. The types of wetlands used
include ponds, marshes, shrub swamps, bogs, and ditches and streams with slow-moving water. In Minnesota,
Blanding's turtles are primarily marsh and pond inhabitants. Calm, shallow water bodies (Type I -3 wetlands) with
mud bottoms and abundant aquatic vegetation (e.g., cattails, water lilies) are preferred, and extensive marshes
bordering rivers provide excellent habitat. Small temporary wetlands (those that dry up in the late summer or fall)
are frequently used in spring and summer -- these fishless pools are amphibian and invertebrate breeding habitat,
which provides an important food source for Blanding's turtles. Also, the warmer water of these shallower areas
probably aids in the development of eggs within the female turtle. Nesting occurs in open (grassy or brushy) sandy
uplands, often some distance from water bodies. Frequently, nesting occurs in traditional nesting grounds on
undeveloped land. Blanding's turtles have also been known to nest successfully on residential property (especially
in low density housing situations), and to utilize disturbed areas such as farm fields, gardens, under power lines, and
road shoulders (especially of dirt roads). Although Blanding's turtles may travel through woodlots during their
seasonal movements, shady areas (including forests and lawns with shade trees) are not used for nesting. Wetlands
with deeper water are needed in times of drought, and during the winter. Blanding's turtles overwinter in the muddy
bottoms of deeper marshes and ponds, or other water bodies where they are protected from freezing.

LIFE HISTORY
Individuals emerge from overwintering and begin basking in late March or early April on warm, sunny days. The
increase in body temperature which occurs during basking is necessary for egg development within the female turtle.
Nesting in Minnesota typically occurs during June, and females are most active in late afternoon and at dusk.
Nesting can occur as much as a mile from wetlands. The nest is dug by the female in an open sandy area and 6- I 5
eggs are laid. The female turtle returns to the marsh within 24 hours of laying eggs. After a development period of
approximately two months, hatchlings leave the nest from mid-August through early-October. Nesting females and
hatchlings are often at risk of being killed while crossing roads between wetlands and nesting areas. In addition to
movements associated with nesting, all ages and both sexes move between wetlands from Aprilthrough November.
These movements peak in June and July and again in September and October as turtles move to and from
overwintering sites. In late autumn (typically November), Blanding' s turlles bury themselves in the substrate (the
mud at the bottom) of deeper wetlands to overwinter.

o
o
o
o
*lt

IMPACTS / THREATS / CAUSES OF DECLINE
loss of wetland habitat through drainage or flooding (converting wetlands into ponds or lakes)
loss of upland habitat through development or conversion to agriculture
human disturbance, including collection for the pet trade* and road kills during seasonal movements
increase in predator populations (skunks, raccoons, etc.) which prey on nests and young

is illcgal to posscss this thtratcnc(l spccics.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AVOIDING AND MINIMIZING IMPACTS
These recommendations apply to typical construction projects and general land use within Blanding's turlle habitat,
and are provided to help local governments, develoþers, contractors, and homeowners minimize or avoid detrimental
impacts to Blanding's turtle populations. List I describes minimum measures which we recommend to prevent harm

to Blanding's turtles during construction or other work within Blanding's turtle habitat. List 2

contains
recommendations which offer even greater protection for Blanding's turtles populations; this list should be used ¡r¿
addition to the frrst /¿s, in areas which are known to be of state-wide importance to Blanding's turtles (contact the
DNR's Natural Heritage and Nongame Research Program if you wish to determine if your project or home is in one
of these areas), or in any other area where greater protection for Blanding's turtles is desired.

List

l.

List2. Atltlítio¿r¡l recommendations for areas known to
be of state-wide importance to Blanding's turtles.

Recommendations for all areas inhabited by

Blanding's turtles.

GENERAL

A flyer with an illustration of'a Blandins's turtle should

be

all contractors workins in the aiea. Flomeowners
íhould also be intbrmed of theþresence ol Blanding's
s,iven to

Turtle clossing signs can be installed adjacent to roadcrossing areas_used by Blanding's tu¡tlcs to increase public
awareness and reduce road

kills.

tuftles in the area.

Turtles which ale in imminent danger should be moved, by
hand. out of harms way. Turl.les wf ich are not in
immínent dangel should be left undisturbed.

Workers in the area should be aware that Blanding's
turtlcs nest in June, gencrally after 4pm, and should be
advised to minimize disturbance if turtles are seen.

lf a Blanding's turtle nests in your yard, do not disturb the
nest.

Iflyou would like to provide morc protection for a
Blanding's turtle nest on youl propefty, see "Protecting
Blanding's Turtle Nests" on page 3 olthis läct shect.

Silt f,encing should bc set up to keep turtles out of
construction areas. lt is critical that silt fencins be
removed after the area ha-s
been revegetated. "

Construction in potential nesting areas should be limited to
the period between September l5 and June I (this is the
time when activity of adults and hatchlings in upland areas
is at a minimum).
WETLANDS

Small, vegetated tcmporary wetlands ('l'ypes 2 & 3) should
not be dredged, deepened, filled, or conveÉed to storm
water retention basins (these wetlands provide important
habitat during spring and summer).

Shallow portions of wetlands should not be disturbed
during prime basking time (mid morning to mid- afternoon
in Mav and June). A wide buffer should be left alons the
shore io minimize human activity near wetlands (basking
Blanding's turtles are molc easily distulbed thanbther'
turtle species).

'ù/etlands should be protected from pollution; use ot'
feltilizers and pesticídes should be dvoided, and run-off
from lawns anö streets should be controlleci. Erosion
should be prevented to keep sediment from reaching
wetlands ahd lakes.

Wetlands should be protected from road, lawn, and other
chemical lun-offby a vegetated buflfer strip at least 50'
wide. This area should be left unmowed and in a natural

condition.
ROADS

Roads should be kept to minimum standards on widths and
lanes lthis reduces road kills bv slowins traffic and
reduciìrg the distance turtles néed to crõss).

'lunnels should be considered in areas with concentrations
ofturtle crossings (more than l0 turtles per year per 100
meters oflroad), and in areas of lower density if the level
of road use would make a safe crossing impossible lor
turtles. Contact your DNR Reeional Nonsame Soecialist
for lurther inforråation on wildfife tunnclsi

Roads should be ditched, not curbed or below grade. I I
curbs must be used, 4 inóh high culbs at a 3: I s'iope are
oreferred (Blandiná's turtles ñave sreat di tficultv'climbins
traditional curbs; cúrbs and below "grade r oads trap turtles'
on the road and óan cause road killõ).

Roads should be ditched, not curbed or below grade.
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ROADS cont.
and nesting areas, should be 36 inches or greater in
diameter, and elliptical or flaþbottomed.

Road placement should avoid scparating wetlands from
adjacint upland nesting sites, or these roads should be
f'enced to órcvent turtles from attemotins to cross them
(contact ybur DNR Nongame Speciàlisifor details).

Wetland crossings should be bridged, or include raised
roadwavs with culverts which are 36 in or sreater in
diametér and flat-bottomed or elliptical (raised roadways
discourage turtles from leaving thè wetland to bask on
roads).

Road olacement should avoid bisectins wetlands. or these
roads'should be fenced to prevent turti-es from attempting
to cross them (contact your DNR Nongame Specialist f,or
details). This is especially important fbr roads with more
than 2 lanes.

Culverts under roads crossing streams should be oversized
(at least twice as wide as the normal width of open water)
and flat-bottomed or elliptical.

Roads crossing streams should be bridged.

Culverts between wetland areas, ol'between wetland areas

UTILITIES

Utility
m in

acccss and maintcnance roads should be kept to a
irirum (th is reduces road-ki I I potential).

Because tlenches can trap tuftles, trenches should be
checked for turtles prior to being backfilled and the sites
should be returned to original grade.

LANDSCAPING AND VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

'Ierrain should be lelt with as much natural contour

as

possible.

As much natural landscape as possible should be preserved
(installation of sod or wood chips, paving, and planting of,
trees

within nesting habitat can make that habitat unusable

to nesting Blanding's turtles).
Graded areas should be reveeetated with native srasses
and forbs (some non-nativesTorm dense patches-through
which it is difÏcult fbr turtlcs to travel). '

Ooen soace should include some areas at hisher elevations
fo'r nesiing. These areas should be retainedTn native
vegetation, and should be.connected to wetlands by a wide
coiridor of nativc vegetation.

Vegetation management in infrequently mowed areas -such as in ditches, along utility acccss roads, and under
power lines -- should be done mechanically (chemicals
should not be used). Work should occur lall throueh
spring (after October l" and before June I'r

Ditches and utility access roads should not be mowed or
managed through use of chemicals. If vegetation
management is required, it should be done mcchanically,
as infiequently as possible, and flall through spring
(mowing can kill turtles present during mowing, and
makes it easier for predators to locate turtles crossing

).

-

roads).

Protecting Blanding's Turtle Nests: Most predation on turtle nests occurs within 48 hours after the eggs are laid.
After this time, the scent is gone from the nest and it is more difficult for predators to locate the nest. Nests more
than a week old probably do not need additional protection, unless they are in a particularly vulnerable spot, such as
a yard where pets may disturb the nest. Turtle nests can be protected from predators and other disturbance by
covering them with a piece of wire fencing (such as chicken wire), secured to the ground with stakes or rocks. The
piece of fencing should measure atleast2 ft. x2 ft., and should be of medium sized mesh (openings should be about

2 in. x2 in.). It is very ìmporlont that the fencing be removed before Ausust lS!

so the young turtles can escape

from the nest when they hatch!
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CAUTION

BLANDING'S TURTLES
MAY BE ENCOUNTERED
IN THIS AREA
The unique and rare Blanding's turtle has been found in this area. Blanding's turtles are state-listed
as Threatened and are protected under Minnesota Statute 84.095, Protection of Threatened and
Endangered Species. Please be careful of turtles on roads and in construction sites. For additional
information on turtles, or to report a Blanding's turtle sighting, contact the DNR Nongame Specialist
nearest you: Bemidji (218-308-2641); Grand Rapids (218-327-4518); New Ulm (507-359-6033);
Rochester (507-280-5070); or St. Paul (651-259-5764).
DESCRIPTION: The Blanding's turtle is a medium to large turtle (5 to 10 inches) with a black or dark
blue, dome-shaped shell with muted yellow spots and bars. The bottom of the shell is hinged across
the front third, enabling the turtle to pull the front edge of the lower shell firmly against the top shell to
provide additional protection when threatened. The head, legs, and tail are dark brown or blue-gray
with small dots of light brown or yellow. A distinctive field mark is the bright yellow chin and neck.

BLANDING'S TURTLES DO NOT MAKE GOOD PETS
IT IS ILLEGAL TO KEEP THIS THREATENED SPECIES IN CAPTIVITY

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR AVOIDING AND MINIMIZING IMPACTS
TO BLANDING'S TURTLE POPULATIONS
(see Blanding's Turtle Fact Sheet þr full recommendations)

o This flyer should be given to all contractors working in the area. Homeowners should
r
r
.
.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
.
o

also be informed of the presence of Blanding's turtles in the area.
Turtles that are in imminent danger should be moved, by hand, out of harms way.
Turtles that are not in imminent danger should be left undisturbed to continue their
travel among wetlands andlor nest sites.
If a Blanding's turtle nests in your yard, do not disturb the nest and do not allow pets
near the nest.
Silt fencing should be set up to keep turtles out of construction areas. It is critical that
silt fencing be removed after the area has been revegetated.
Small, vegetated temporary wetlands should not be dredged, deepened, or filled.
All wetlands should be protected from pollution; use of fertilizers and pesticides
should be avoided, and run-off from lawns and streets should be controlled. Erosion
should be prevented to keep sediment from reaching wetlands and lakes.
Roads should be kept to minimum standards on widths and lanes.
Roads should be ditched, not curbed or below grade. If curbs must be used, 4" high
curbs at a3:1 slope are preferred.
Culverts under roads crossing wetland areas, between wetland areas, or between
wetland and nesting areas should be at least 36 in. diameter and flat-bottomed or

elliptical.
Culverts under roads crossing streams should be oversized (at least twice as wide as
the normal width of open water) and flat-bottomed or elliptical.
Utility access and maintenance roads should be kept to a minimum.
Because trenches can trap turtles, trenches should be checked for turtles prior to being
backfilled and the sites should be returned to original grade.
Terrain should be left with as much natural contour as possible.
Graded areas should be revegetated with native grasses and forbs.
Vegetation management in infrequently mowed areas -- such as in ditches, along
utility access roads, and under power lines -- should be done mechanically (chemicals
should not be used). Work should occur fall through spring (after October 1't and
before June l").
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